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1
is paper examines the political philospphy and
career of one of Iowa's more gifted a least sung early
herDes~ Charles Mason, native of New York state and early
Iowa pioneer, lived a long and active life in both rling-
ton, Iowa and Washington, D. C. Born in 1804, his lifetime
spanned the crucial Jacksonian, Civil War, and Reconstruction
Periods. As an intelligent and ambitious young man, Mason
broke very early into forum of national politics and
never thereafter completely depar from it. a never
holding popular elective office, his eeou ns e I \4aS nationally
respected and his prominence as a leader of the state and
national Democratic political organizations grew during the
difficult Civil War period to a zenith in the early Recon-
through this enterprise during the Civil War
struction years.
But Masonts career was not merely political.
as a Democrat he would have been pressed to
Indeed,
a living
Instead,
he showed an occupational versatility that led him from
teaching engineering at West Point, to aervi
editor for the staunchl¥ Jacksonian New York
as a manag
, to
-----'''"'''----
u.s. Patent Commissioner, to member of the patent law bar.
finally to a hig y successful career as an Iowa businessman.
All of these ases of Mason's career are touched on in this
work. However, excepting his tenure with the Post an
his term on the Supreme Court, none of these occupations is
dealt with in any detail in this paper. e reasons for this
are twofold. First t my purpose is to examine the policiea1
perspectives, rather than
2
commercial activities of Mason.
Since he had such a fruitful and varied political career,
this alone provides ample material for a thesis. Were i to
embark on a study of Mason's business enterprises, a major
new direction would be undertaken which it is neither my
purpose nor my desire to cover. Correspondingly since Mason's
careers as editor and chief justice bore heavily on the
political issues of his day, these activities deserve comment
at least to the extent that this relationship existed. A
second reason for this omission is that Mason's business career
has already been ably and diligently studied by an~ r author
in a lengt volume. l
While realizing that the distinction between business
and political careers is not always a clean one, the two areas
of activity are at least separable into broadly discernable
cate ories. us political acts H for purposes of this er
are considered to be those acts motivated primarily by a de-
sire to c nge or influence the course of events in the society
around Ha s on , ~> Bus i ne s sac 11: i v i tie s H are tho set,'has e ide n t i -
fiable purpose was personal financial gain for Mason. Where
private business interests touched on Mason's political oon-
duct, this fact will at least be alluded to.
e paper then attempts to outline Mason's key "political
activities" while at the same time scrutinizin his position
on central state and n tional issues of the Because
on had such an ctiv and ~n thy career~ t is limited stud
Ll La r d I. Tau s Lri t; ,
eh rl 50n--l 04-1 82
1973) 9 .~~"""-'-"""",=~."~
of an lOW!1
Univ r s t t iero I I 5,
3primarily focuses on three periods in his life: the pre-
Civil War, Civil War, pas r Reconstruction periods.
is approach is taken for several reasons. In the first place,
Mason's greatest national political i luence fell during
is period, and especially during the Reconstruction years
between 1365 and 1870. Second, it was duri this era that
Masonus political thought reached maturity. While in New
York writing for the .;..;..;...:--=:~~-....::...;:;...=.' he \4a8 still un t o uc
Western influence and still young enough to be in t
process of formulating his basic political values. i rd,
and related to the second factor, Mason's career during the
Civil War era found him a part of the often-ostracized
Democratic organization. Much of Civil War history has
been written from the vantage point of the Republicans
held p ow e r duri this period. As one writer s recently
observed:
Iowa's Copperheads (including Mason) e
been under a cloud for almost a century
because the histories of this era were
written by the winners. l
Correspondi ly, one purpose for this paper is to examine a
position ISO t neglected in the past and to do so from
the vanta e point of a Jacksonian liv! through the Har
Not only can this serve to inte rate the Jacksonian
and Civil War peridds of American history, but hopef 1ty
this will lend a useful and more original insight into the
Copperheads of Iowa: A Re-
is t , L I I, No. 1 (1954),30.":::":~~"'::---=:;~':';:;:::'~";";::-"'~;;";;"---"'-
lRobert Rutland, It
Examination ,
4cruciaYCivil years. At same time, as \liill be seen"
any unqualified defense of either Democrat or Republican
conduct during the Civil War period would be improper since
neit r side acted with entirely "clean hands".
While the focus of the paper will be on Mason's
political thinking during the Civil War era t t first chapter
deals with Masonts intellectual and political development
to 1853, when he went to Washington as Patent Commissioner.
uring these early formative years" many of the ideas that
served as a basis for his later thinking first germinated.
Hence the first c pter is intended to do more than "set
the stage" for the subsequent discuBsion. It shoUld also
provide an intellectual context in which Mason's later ideas,
and sometimes strong emotions, can be better understood.
Primary sources relied on extensively in preparing
this thesis include various publications Nason authored,
together with the extensive collection of his papers covering
the period 1835-1882 which is in t custody of the Iowa
State Historical Building in Des Moines. Because of the
nature of the ic, special emphasis s been placed on
Mason's detailed diaries, ieh s useful and unique light
on the political d velopment of this gifted, astute, and
complicated man. A variety of secondary sources were used
to supplement the study, dealing with both Iowa and national
developments during each f the key phases of America
history in ich Mason played an active part.
Fin 11y, it is hoped t t this t sis can g nerate
nen interest In one lowals more talented ploneers.
5highly complex man, his political development from t
ksonian period through the Reconstruction era provided an
citing and in 80me waysl~ique cross-section of American
emocratic thought tough much of t Nineteenth Century.
C I
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THE CAREER OF C ES IvlASON TO 1853
The eventful career of Charles Hasan began on
October 24, 1804 in ompey, New Yo ,,,i th s birth to
Chauncey and Est r Dodge Haro n .. Hasan's family on his
father's side traced its roots back to Major J Mason,
an early Connecticut colonist md Indian fighter who was
commander of the Connecticut colonial militia .. 1
Although from a well-established New England family,
young Charles was not afflicted with the problems of wealth o
His father had been left a penniless a an early in life;
and by the time of Charles' arrival, the pli t of C uncey,
his wife, and their previous five children not sub-
i 11 . d 2stant a y 1mprove. Charles displayed a great initiative
in rna fng the most of his limited educational opportunities in
Pompey. Thus after completing a cloth- fng apprenticeship
and ex usting the benefits available at the local academ ,
Mason sou t further educational attainment through an
appointment to the U. S. Military Ac emy at West Point~
NeH York. rOll the aid of a Mr. V. Bridger and a Mr.
Litchfield, he receiv
o
such an appointment from President
of C rles Mason,
of the United Sta
I. Toussaint,
~la04-18g2
7
1
roe in 1825. Even at this early stage of his career,
then, Mason was displaying a Calvinistic diligence and
nitiative which continued to manifest themselves through-
out his career in both attitudes and actions towards his
llow man.
At West Point, Mason focused his energies on a course
of study in civil engineering. The competition in Masonts
class was keen: among his fellow cadets were Robert E. Lee,
O. M. Mitchell (the astronomer), Joseph E. Johnston, Thomas
2A. Davis, and James Barnes. Nonetheless, Charles distinguished
himself by being one of the first group of cadets to receive
appointment as professor 1s assistant aft~ completing one
3
year's study. He proceeded to graduate from the Academy
4
in 1829 at the head of his class of forty six. Lee graduated
second in the class, immediately behind Mason. Young Charles
received no demerits during his entire four year career at
the Academy and was later described by a classmate as appearing
Uto have little taste for mere amusements; he indulged in
5
nothing that would hinder him in the pursuit of knowledge."
lLetter from V. Bridger to Litchfield of January 29,
1825 ( U. s. Military Academy Cadet Application Papers, 1805-1866,
Microcopy No. 688, Roll No. 37, File Number 74, located in
microfilm in U.S.M.A. Archives, West Point, New York). Original
documents in the National Archives and Records Service, (HARS)
Washington, D. C.
20bituary Notice, lac. cit.
3 I b i d •
4Letter from Kenneth W. Rapp, Assistant Archivist
U. S. Military Academy, to Mark Schwiebert of November 4, 1974.
50bituary Notice, loco cit.
is serious young man wobld, wi
8
in the span of a very few
years, distinguish himself in a number of the many career
opportunities open to
1829.
m on uation from the academy in
His first undertaking was to become an assistant
professor engineering at West Point. 1 is position he
held for two years, departing thereafter from the academy
and military life in favor of the practice of law. ter
completin his reading for t bar, Mason opened a law office
in Newburgh, New York in November of 1832. A center of radical
politics where Tom ine 's religious non-
conventionalism were in vogue,2 Ne rgh may have given
Mason the radical Jacksonian notions he later c mpioned
from the itorial desk of e w York Hasan
worked for Judge William Hasbrouck, apparently one of the
old Hasbrouck family which produced anti-aristocratic New
York l~gislators as early as 1757,3 and which gave General
Washington his Newburgh headquarters of 1782~1783. By 1834,
the attraction of the bi city seems to have laid hold of
the enterprisin you man, and he moved to New York City
'I
re he began practicing law in November, 1834.~
lLetter from Charles Mason to Lieutenant G.S.K. Reeves,
j u t a n t , U.S.Millinry a d e my , of December 6,18470155 in
t Archives of the U.S. Military Academy, Association of
Graduates Alumni File Number 541, est Poi~t, Ne York).
t te
riter1s
(Nc\v York:
roject,
Ox f o r d Un
tre
3 Th i s Ie isl tor was raha Hasbrouc
Oran e C unty, New York. (William Smith, Jr.
t Province of , II. Michs 1 Kamrnen,
e nap Harva 72). p. 237.)
chosen f r o m
etter from son to R v s, lac. cit.
9In New York City, Mason be n dabbling in politics
contributing periodic articles to t Ne~l York EvenJngPost.
is paper was at the time a prominent radical Jacksonian
sheet edited by William Cullen Bryant, the poet, and s
fiery associate, William Leggett. Mason's contributions
must have favorably impressed the newspaper's management
for in December of 1835, he became the temporary managing
editor of the Evening Post at a time when Bryant was abroad
on a tour of Europe and Leggett, never very Lt.hy , wa s
too ill to carryon his usual repsonsibilities. 1 Mason
held his editorial position for only five months after
wh I c h time Bryant had returned from his foreign travels a
was able to re-assume his old responsibilities, Althou
capable as an office manager, and able to write satisfactory
periodic columns, Mason's SucceSS as a full-time editor was
more limited. It seems Bryant was not terri y impressed
with these efforts by Mason since he wrote to his wife t t
the neHspaper been tl a sad dull thi during the winter
(of 1335-1836) .2
Nonetheless, alt ugh Mason's literary style lacked
the fire of Leg ett's tempestuous journalism, he s red many
of the political ideas of his editorial predecessor and,
to jud e from the editorial columns in e Eveni Post from
1 t D- b 183'" t 1 t; '1 ~ h 1836 1'e- e x p r e s s e d t h e s.' a e -IE.H~te:lllIl e r , . J . 0 - a -e I'' aLe , _. - , e u L ~ ~ ~ .
lLetter from Mason to Reev s, loco cit.
YOt"n t; (!~e
..::..:~~---:-:::-::-----~--
')
-Charles H. Brown,
CrIes Scribnerus Sons, 197
convictions with cou
These columns
e and ability.
s other contri tions to the
10
newspaper give a good idea of the nature and level of his
political thinking at a point fairly early in his career
nd prior to his exposure to the West. Accordingly, oy
prov e a good starting point in stud ng the political and
intellectual career of Mason, especially inasmuch as some
of his early convictions stayed with him t
turbulent Civil War period.
oughout the
Signing his pre-editorial contributions to e
rll,l Hason took anti-monopolistic
stands as early as May of 21834. However, not until mid-1835
did letters bearing his pseudonym begin appearin with some
regularity in the newspaper. By this time, Mason can be
found decrying the evils of too much government and declari
emphatically t t ft ••• La.ws are medicines to be used for
'"disease--not administered in health. J His adherence to the
ersonian principl or mnnls natural freedo like-
t4is e appenrs in a letter written Inter in the year, ith an
invocation of divine will: HDemocracy th s become the all
reli ion--Freedom the handmaiden of faith--Ha piness the
offspri of
11·b· 1~ ~G., p , 236
Yo r ),
2 rticl si
6, 1,'334.
ed
'1
Jrbid., August 12, 1835.
I
'1 I bi ., v
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Consistent with this love of individual freedom. Mason
ppears to have been very eg itarian in his early political
thin ng. Thus he criticized the method of selecting candi-
c>
dates by way of nominating committee rat r n by popular
election. l Li se he wrote several scathing letters
. t h n t' A . D ,.., k A .. II 2e no u n c a n g . e L\a za v e • me r a c a n e moc r a r a c s s o c La t t o n ,
a prototype of the Know-Nothing movement t t several years
later designated candidates to run on platforms ant onistic
to the civil ri ts of recent immigrants. The crux of his
argument in these letters was an attack on the idea
PriVilege is ( the Native Association)
made to depend on birth and accident, the
most unreasonable of all t grounds upon
which men earrogated a Buperiority over
their fel10ws. 3
t ,
In this same connection, he also argued t t Hliberty
is the natural right of all mankind, and the vital principle
of liberty is 4equality." s he rejected the increasingl
popular concept of the day that social liberty and equality
were very different ideas e I'Libert connoted the rights
of men (basically the propertied classes) to determine their
own political destinies; while equalit meant dangerous
p er to the untutored masses~ Mason's words of democratic
fervour per ps returned to haunt him in later years~ when
1 b Ld v , October 29 and November 2, 1835.
2Ibid. November 26 and 28
.'")
JIbid. ~ November 2S t 1935
4- Ibid.. cember 4~ l835 e
nd Dace be r , 1
e be to condemn t Black race to the role
12
an inferior
ies utterly undeserving of political protections, based
a c c ide n t ft •
Another focus of Mason's political expressions in t
v a s his disli
-_.._--'"'----...,-
of private corporations. This
islike extended not only to private corporations for profit
t also to corporations created for public improvements,
ough the latter he considered a necessary evil to be care-
ully regulated in the public interest. l Closely inter-
twined Hith his animosity for corporations was his positive
loathing for the monopolies they spawned. Both corporations,
broadly denominated, and monopolies were subjects of Mason's
hostility because they created unfair advantages in certain
persons at the expense of e general public. 2 For Mason,
an example of such inequitable treatment was found in the
state legislation absolving New York insurance companies of
ir debts and re-chartering t , after the disastrous New
York City fire of 1835 threatened to enErate enough claims
'l
to ruin them • ..! Jacksonian proponent of free trade and
limite overnment that he was, app 1 a ud ed cv e r nme n t
regulation or even take-over ere private enterprise could
only be monopolistic: ~IHha t c a n n o t be a c C ornp I i shed by
people themselves should never be removed but one de ree
I
from their immediate control. H <+
clitorial.
., Janllar 13, 183
CNe w Yo r k L, cbruary 20. 1 3 •
Ibid., Jaoll ry 19, 1 36.
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This is not to say Mason opposed all corporations in
11 circumstances. t contrary, he regularly c ioned
e need for a general incorporation law, applicable e ly
all associations se ing to incorporate. l What opposed
s incorporation by special legislative act since this so
ten favored the wealthy at the expense of the common man.
o strong was this commitment that at one point he declared:
The principal object of this journal ••• is to procureequal
and general legislation (regardin lncorporation)"H2 is
position later found expression in the general incorporation
law written into the first Iowa State Code ich Nason helped
write. 3 Mason viewed such general legislation as the first
bulwark of t
tyranny.
anti-monopolist's defenses against monopolistic
In addition to his stands a ainst monopolies and
special incorporation laws, Mason propounded his views on a
wide v r ety of other issues durl his five month editor~
ship. ny of his stands seemed quite art dox for a st unch
Jacksonian of 1 36. Such, for xample, were his repeated
attacks on the evils of the National ank and on those stat s--
11 e Pennsylvania--which were chartering state banks with
broad fiscal
4
authority •. Likewise his editorial attacks on
the evils of tariffs, borrowcd on e el1-establis
lIbi ., January 5, and e b LV ~.", 9 a.n 13, 1
2 1 1... 1)1.0., 1<1.0. r c h 22, 1836.
"'1
.J S e b 10vJ, at p e 30£
Ib1d., Febru 'r (1 n.d 1'1arch 21,13.
ksonian t of eo trade. 1 But Mason also used his
14
rtunity as editor to attack usury laws as unnecessary
ints on commercial intercourse,2 to urge t Ja son's
rished patronage system be replaced with elections for
'.l
llablo patronage posts,J and to a ue v:ri s d om of annual
sidential elections. 4 Mason's editorials condemned
ital punts t as "legalized murder" and praised
ernor Everett of Massachusetts for his proposal that such
t:
ishment be experimentally abolished • ..} Ever a self-styled
onomist, Mason also editorially defended the e ities of a
rect tax, levied proportionately to the taxpayer's wealth l - -
a sort of Nineteenth Century graduated income tax system.
e political personality t t emerges from these
itorial expressions is a complex one. Of course, the
ksonian affinity for e common man is t re, together
th the defense of free trade and attacks on powerful banks
preferential incorporation laws. But in league with
son's opposition to monopolies, we find in his editorials
a rather paradoxical willingness to see government re ulation
in restraint of monopolies. The end purpose economic
lIbid., March 28, I 36.
position on tariffs, see Arthur
n (Boston: Little,
.....,......--,~.~.~._"-~
Re arding the Jacksonian
H. Schlesl or, Jr., ..... ()
BrOHn and Co. 19 l}6), pp. 422-423.
ditorials, Ope cit., of Fevruary 23 and 27, 1836.
31bid.,
L} lb' ,:to • ,
obruary 18, 1836.
February 17, 1836.
5 1 b i d., Januar 23, 1836.
6 Ibid., March IS, 1 3 •
equal! of Dpportunity is the same, but means to t
15
end are be different from the Ama aceR me t hod of
regulation defended by 0 er economic Ii rals.
,1Jas-on IS osition to usury laws doesnlt te
s usual s rt of common man (fr ntty debtor)
lost and p owe r Eu I ( rally creditor).
course, this position may be explained his usual opposition
to government interference with commerce. as well as by the
a ument t sources for credit for the poor could only be
secured if strict usury limits were not sed on lending.
What does seem clear is t l\la son strong democratic
scruples and a deep faith in the merits laisse fairs
economics by 18 These convictions .erved him well in t
rugged pioneer communities of Iowa which
William Cullen Bryant, owner of the
waS about to enter.
returned from Europe on March 26, 1836 and it seems at by
May, 1836, young Mason had turned s eyes towards the
Masonts west ard 10 ing appears to have been caused both by
his impatience with Eastern life and by a conviction t the
future of America lay in the West. It has been sug eated t
Wisconsin Territory- 1eh then induded
present-day Iowa-- aviv and enticing description of the
region written by army lieutenant Albert 1• La • At least
equ l1y probably is the sug estion t t Hason had 1
weary of i ngin No. ''''' Yo r k • In a journal he kept of his
voy e we t, h recorded t iscontented with the
ITnus nint, op. cit., PP. 4-5.
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ifference, the bloated purses, and the proud ostentation
h J r: 11 ." Y· 1 C'·'" ° 1,18 e i 0,\;·7 New o r x nt a a.n s, As headed west he
1 ud e.d , '\;li the charmed fascination a o r e a u, to t
utiful ruggedness of the Northwest Territory. Of the
ians of norther Michigan, he almost enviously wrote: "if
y experience no ecstatic enjoyment, ey seem the victims
no corroding cares. ,v2 On other hand, he displayed
en disgust at the unscrupulousness of Chicago auctioneers
and wild-eyed land speculators erly pursui fast profits
land 3sales •
Mason made a tour of northern Illinois in 1836 and
journeyed to Wisconsin in November of t t year
became assistant to Judge David Irvine, the
r e he
istrate of the
third judicial district of the Wisconsin rritory. ~hen
Irvine moved to Burlington, the temporary capital of the
territory, Mason left Belmont in what is now iscon8in and
• l' 4nt wlth Dlm. He pure sed a large tract of land in t
frontier community and established a residency there in 1837
ch, ith some extended interruptions during the mid-Nine-
teenth Century, served him as home for the rest of his life.
In Au ust of 1837, Mason married elica Gear in
Gl 111 , , 5aena, .• 1n018. elica was a native of Massachusetts
lCharles Mason ers (MSS in
BUi1din, s Moines, Iowa), Journal
vol. 46. Hereafter this collection is
Iowa State istorieal
ntry a Jul 11, 1 3 J
cited as t e ~la on 1: s n Ii!!
2 I 1 ' ,
.):Lo., Au U8t 10,
Au u s t; 15,
1836.
1 3 •
4, ,I'o u s s a L n t; , p. cit., ..
r;
J Ob i t ttr tic, loco cit.
and d moved west in 1835 with her brother sister.
17
The
marriage eventually produced three ildren, two of whom
died as children and the third of whom grew to adulthood a
ric Geor e Remey, later Rear mira1 in the United
States 1• eliea and C rles Seem to have been quite
ppily married and despite 1 periods of se ration due to
sonls business and political activities, t couple re-
mained devoted to one another until elicals death in 1873.
One of the aspects of Western life t t early c t
earned his praise was the informality of
the Western judicial system. 2 Instead of the strictly applied
technical rules of pleading followed in New York until 1848,
the Westerners were tolerant in allowing parties to plead
over or amend if some tee icality not been complied
with allowing, as this did, the substance of a dispute to
have priority over its form. e reasonableness of t is
npproac impresse itself on Mason so strongly that by the
tim h e as appointed to the wa Territorial Supreme Court
in 1338, he was inclined to approach questions of pleading
similar de ree a tolerance.
Mason ndvanced rapidly in territorial olitics~ In
ril, 1 37, he became by ap ointment district attorney of
Des Moines County wherein Burlington as located and in
Dece b r of the same yenr, he was named aide-dc-camp to
Go erno Henry Dod e
1 "I' .
- j) l ..
of the isconsin ....... _, .~ _'_' . 3ierr:Ltory. y June
2 on pers , urnal, Au L t 5, 1 3 vol.
-,
~'L tt r f r
l o c , cit.
son to R vas Dec be 1
1838, the Territ of IOHa been separated from t
18
older Wisconsin Territory. President Hartin Van Buren t reupon
appointed Hasan ef Justice of the new territorial Supreme
Court. Doubtless Mason's distinguished academic record and
past association with the Jacksonian Evening Post, coalesc
ith the paucity of able lawyers and a few well-placed
political connections to help Mason secure this appointment.
But the young Chief Justice (Mason was 34 years old in 1838)
proved himself equal to the job and managed to secure re-
ointment first by President Tyler, a Whig, in 1842, and
finally by Democrat James Polk in 1846. 1
During Masonls term as Chief Justice between 1838
and IB47, the territorial hi
variety of legal problems for
court was faced with a wide
ch Mason provided many of
e judicial solutions. His opinions from the bench t h r ow
added light on the development of his political t nking.
One such opinion was that given in the first recorded opinion
the Iowa Supreme Court* in the case of In..:;;;.:;..;......,;;;...;;_--:-:..=..:~::-.
2
involved a controversy between a Blae
man within the Territory of Iowa snd a White issourian
named Ho n t; o me r y o claimed to be his master. .Hont ornery
allowed Ralph to move north into Iowa on the under-
standin that Ralph would take a job there an~ use his
earnings to buy his reedom. When Ralph failed to keep up
his payments, Mont amery claimed the contract had been broken
2 1 Morris 1 (1 wa, 1839)
19
ind insisted Ralp return to slavery in ssouri. When Ralph
refused, Mont ornery assert his claim under the F itive
Slave Act and invoked the aid of Iowa officials in seeuri
e return of his aIle ed slave. Ralph came before the
cii triot court of the third district on a writ of beas
corpus, claimi that both under the Northwest Ordinance of
1787 and the Missouri Compromise of 1820, he was a free
man once he entered Iowa with the consent of his master.
e case was transferred without hearing to t territorial
Supreme Court of ieh Mason was then Chief Justice.
The rather brief opinion of Mason in the case
is interesting for several reasons. First, the similarity
of the acts of this case to those of the famous Dred Scott
decision of 1856,1 make Mason's opinion a possible alter-
nati e route to t ill-fate path chosen by Chief Justice
1~ ne in the controversial ited States Supre e Co rt c se.
2
e interest of this point is hei htened by the fact t t bot
n we r e t a u nc Jac sonians. Second,
1 h case reflects a belief shared
.,-~.:;........
IIa s on tat t 1
mu s t 1,! or to r r nt aIr er social will by a bra d r.
or r sponsiv c nstr ction. e case came b rore the
o U.S. (19 Eo .) 393 (18
11
in
slave"
i
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dang rou c ur e trc
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th
2 owev it should be note that so
diet in the case that one rai ht be a H
within the m anin of that t rm in t itive
ntsred a fre state with his master and t
ret urn t 0 s 1 11V t r r ito r up 0 n ,1 l sst e :.' I
p r C1,S f a c t; situation in t11 cas
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court without g~ing through the usual processes of trial
and appeal. Such original review an appellate court in a
habeas corpus case was not procedurally re lar. Nonethe-
less, Mason's support i ormal frontier jurisprudence
encouraged him to act irrespective of the technical rules
of procedure. What is more, he suggested that ~ga;>public
excitement might be stirred." we r-e the case not promptly
considered by the Supreme Court. 1 The slavery issue had
already warmed up throughout the country and this case,
with its clear reference to t controversial Fugitive
Slave Law and Missouri Compromise, promised to provoke
latent tensions to dangerous life.
Of course the most compelli point of interest
regarding the Ralph case is Mason's decision on the sub-
stantive issues of the dispute. Here Mason quite simply
and directly concluded t t inasmuch as the Missouri Coro-
promise abolis slavery north of the 36~ 30' parallel,
if- a slave moved north of that line ,dth the consent of his mas-
tor and with his master intending that he B utd so move as
a freeman, he thereafter would be a freeman and could not
be re-claimed by his maaeer under the Fugitive Slave Law.
Ralph was therefore a free person as long as he sta
"under the protection of our At t
same time, Mason reasoned t t if a slave was brou ht
11 Harris t.op e cit. p. 6
p , 1 o
h as a slave, remained a slave and CQuid be re-
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imed if he escaped under the fugitive law provisions.
is raises the interesting question of why a slave con-
ionally released by his master in free territory should
eby be considered free; since his release was solely
Bed on provision of a contract condition--hardly more of
l e a s e " than existed n a master brought his slave north
n the tacit condition he sho.ld not be freed until
master approved of it. Mason indicated a partial response
to this question by s gesting that a contract whose remedy
involved depriving a human of his liberty could not be given
the court's sanction. Mason did not elaborate on how a
contract creating slavery could ever be enforced, a con-
slusion the court's opinion implies would still be possible
after What is more, the underlying concept of
treating human beings as chattels was not repudiated in
Another important aspect of the substantive ruling of
a h cas e wa s 1"1a son's
Black or White, have ual
holdi
access
that all men, slave or free,
to the law's protection. l
t only does thid conflict with Ro er Taney's ott
rUling that held Blacks were mere chattels of their masters;
but it intimated a sympathy for Blacks as fellow human
beings. This would seem to be the logical upshot of Mason's
egalitarian editorials or the Yet s u b s e q u e n t;
utt ranees y Mason before, during, and after the Civil
War convey a very differ nt impression of his celin t ow a rd s
22
Ne a race.
In summary, son's opinion in the 1 h case dis-
layed a distaste for judicial formalism, a willingness to
make the law responsive to present social needs, a sympathy
for human liberty that transcended contract rights,l and a
artiality toward brevity of judicial expression. The
inion also raises some difficult and unanswered questions o
In his sUbsequent Supreme Court opinions, Mason continued
to favor such judicial brevity and non-formalism as were
evident in In 1'e Ralph o But his regard for pr erty rights
and contempt for the Negro race became more pronounced over
following three decades in his non-judicial activities.
During the nine years following the Ralph decision,
the rustic lawyers of Iowa frequently availed mselves of
the Chief Justice's tolerance for technical impe ections o
In various cases, he Id t the failure to use the proper
technical form in pleading was not fatal to a claim,2 t t
an improper jury verdict could be amended by the court to
suit th cl im,3 and that mis-n ming venue was not such an
error as to be fatal to a judgment c 4 On e other hand"
IMason's reeo nition of human liberty as superior to
contract ri hts may seem, to many mid-Twentieth Century min s
little more than the obvious. Yet in Mason's time, this con-
clusi n as b no means fore one. or at this tim, t
American judiciary was still under the influenc of
doctrine of contract sanctity articulated in t e
case (Dartm uth 0 e oodward, 17 t.)
518 (1819)) and .S. Cr nch)
1 Morris 124 (Iowa, 1841)
rris 1 ( 10,/a, 1 3
me rs t early IOHlt
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could not be too lax in their
observance of proc rules or :l would find ir cases
dismissed or with judgment entered against them Judge
l'1ason~ s Nason ruled t it was necessary to s cifically
plead statute of limitations if it was to be relied on
as a defense to a claim.[ t substituted service of process
requirements of statutes were to be strictly construed,2
t t a misnaming of parties could be a fatal variance,3 a
that certain technical improprieties could be fatal to a
plaintiff's claim$ In this area, and large, Mason seemed
to grow less tolerant of te cal discrepancies as his ex-
perience on the court lengthened. This may be in part due to
a growing belief that the members of the bar should know
law by the second or time a principle was arti-
culated. It may so reflect a growing impatience with those
less experienced in the law as Mason himself grew correspond-
in 1y more experienced.
Mason's sympathy with the ri hts of property owners
or creditors is also detectable in his judicial opinions
durl his nine years on the bench. Given his extensive
investments in Iowa realty dating from his earliest days in
the state~ this bias may be understandable if nonet less
out of place. In one case,
I ~ 1 Morris 422 (Iowa~ 184 ).
:::'-::':";:"~~~~~~~c-.:1-
2
v
Morris 189 (I wa, 1 43>;
( 10tva, 1 t, 5 ) •
rave
Id the ri t of a purc se money mortgagee (a seller of
erty taking a rna e from the buyer) as against the
r asserting a second, rival, and clean title from the
eral government as bar to foreclosure on mortgage.
another case, he ruled that 50% interest on a note was
usurious when the interest was to be c ed only after
1due date specified in the note had passed. In still a
rd case, he protected the ri t of an owner of land to
over for trespass as against one removi timber there-
if-breed land cases, Mason did moreIn thee.
from when the land was marked off but not enclosed by a
2
reflect a bias for property owners: he committed the judicial
ropriety of sitting in judgment in a caee in whose outcome
he, or at least a relative of his, had an interest.
e half-breed dispute involved rival claims to t
same 1 and. One set of claims was traceable from If-breed
Sac and Fox Indians given title in fee to the land by act of
Can ress in 31834- • other claims arose from those A +'1..
squatters or other occupants not given land rights under the
S orn e at ambiguous act of IB34~ Ha tID<1 • s 5 i s t e r - i n -1 a ~v, Sop h i a
Gear Farrar, claimed an interest in certain of these 1 nds
rou h her husband, a had earlier been married to an
Indian, and whose surviving children claimed property ri hts
2 Hilson, 1 orris 505 (10 , 1 5),
3 To u saint, op. cit., p. 44
er e 18 and 18 acts giv the property to
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1 J:L-
s , As Hr s , F a vm. r ' s 1attorney, Hasan earlier filed
laim on If of sister-in-law and r If-breed
the survivi daughter of Mr. Farrar and his first
e. ereafter Nason been appointed a territorial judge.
spite a clear disqualifyi interest in t cas e, Ha so rt
ahead pIa a central judicial role in t emerging
controversy.
By the late-l a's, procedures were underway for the
tition of the contested land between the rival claimants.
In the 3pri of 1841, Judge Mason entered a partition decree
in the controversy based on an agreement reached between the
?
rival claimants.- reafter, a controversy developed re-
garding the parties se claims been admitted by the
court, with certain unadmitted parties alleging t t they d
received insufficient notice of the partition action. 3 The
fact Hasan admitted the claims of his sister-in-law stir-
r added char es of judicial t,unfairness. Such charges would
seem to have been well-founde , since Mason clearly was not
t disinterested party a jud e should be. But such ethical
niceties as this had rough going in early American juris-
l I b ' 11C. j
2 I b i d., PP. 50- 1.
ence on more
1soccar~ ion.,
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contact as judge with t
troversyin t mid-l n o r d e t
entire half-breed tract (19.000 acres) be sold at public
tion to pay fees of territorial commissioners appoi t
tc settle disputes in Complaints over deiee ve
notice of the sale disgruntled claimants led to 1
case of W ,3 in
--=--..:.-;;._......;.-~........ h rIaBon wrote opinion"
sheriff's s e was subsequently set aside
States Supreme Court in a de.ision reversing t
the United
territorial
bi 11 court l;.rul'irlg.
Another nota e trend in opinions written
ief Justice Mason was his concern for
criminally accused. He held in one case
ri 1:8 of
crimi
fenses with which a person 1B charged must be clearly set
forth in an indictment and cannot arise merely from inference,,5
On another occasion he declared t t an offense to which one
l,rhe historic case of n (5 .S. (1 C'r a n c h )
137 (1803», presents a similar nstance a udge, there
John Marshall, writing an opinion in an i rtant case, the
facts of which had previously involved the judge in a dis-
qualifying manner. It was Marshal1 vs dilatory condust as
am~B Secretary of State t t prevented Marbury fro
tetting his of icial commission before Jefferson became
presid nt. s Marbury's suit for a writ of mandamus
against Secretary of State James Madison stemmed from Har-
shall's own conduct. (Albert J. Beverid e t ife a
Marshall, III (Boston: Hou ton Mifflin Ga.,
2 Toussaint, op. cit. p. 48
3 1 rris 615 (Iowa, 1846).
it
. oussaint, op. cit., p. 48
rris 541'1 (10 , 1 45).
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Perhap s the s e opinion r e f I e c t Hason IS c o n t Lnu i
pleads guilty must be s
1
evidenee .. -
eifie as well as supported by
concern for the ri s of the common man whom historical
circumstance tends to t ow in the path of criminal law more
frequently than the wealthy. On the other hand, they may
s1 ly display Mason's concern for civil liberties in a time
when hoc justice was still often the order of the day.
The s e Supreme Co u r t o p i n f o n s , thm., s h.ow Hasan to e
been a man fluent in the law who managed tolerably well with
a wide variety of legal challenges. They also indicate an
intellectual broad-mindedness that was fleXible and receptive
to the forces of change in both substantive and procedural
Law areas. At the same time his opinions reveal Mason's
sensitivity to the protection of private property rights.
sometimes in such a way as to warrant charges of improper
j icial bias~
By the time Mason res ned from the court in May of
1847, he establis a solid state-wide reputation as an
Thus he was quickly turned to
State Ie islature n it sought to draft e first code
By act of the legislature on January 225, 1848~ Hasan
was app inted one of three commissioners delegated with the
responsibility 0 preparing H a complete and perfect code of
law, as nearly as may be, of a eneral nature only, and
furnis a complete index to the same en 3completed.
1 1 ilor 1:1 !.l (lolIa, 146).
to Provide for
c,
Ln rt of an
Com i sian r to
in 1 51 Code of
.5Ib:Ld 6
i\C t :
t , R vise, a
• (,70.
Ar r a n
teA ointi
11 Code 0
o
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on's two fellow law-writers were William G. Woodward
seatine County and Ste n Hempstead of Dubuque County.
The body of laws compiled by this committee became the
1851 Code • This code bears the unmist ble impress
former Chief Justice MasDn~legal and social biases and
provides further insight into Mason's political inclinations
of 1850.
A first subject of note was the code's progressive
abolition of all technical forms of action and , . 1pleao:l.ngs.
As mentioned earlier, a Ilmark of Mason's pronouncements
from the supreme bench of Iowa had been his penchant for
procedural informality and dislike of eciding cases sed on
pleading technicalities. code's position not only con-
formed to the practical necessities of rustic frontier legal
practice, but also reflected a growing movement begun in New
York State ith the Field Code 2of Civil Procedure of 1848.
is code replaced old and complex n 11sh pIe ing rules wit
streamline gUidelines that dispensed with many of the harsh
earlier distinctions drawn between law and
..,
....t-.. Jequ~,-y. The purpose
was to focus judicial attention on the me ts rather than fa~--
of the dispute. So Ii se was it with the 1851 Iowa code,
and perhaps to an even greater extent. For in t e Iowa code,
11851 Code 0 Iowa sec. 1733.
Br
2Fleming Jame
n and Co., 1965),
3 bid., P. 17
, Jr., C:tvil
.16 •
Procedure o s t n ; Littl ,
adequately pleaded his cause of action n t pIe
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ing
"to cornman unders ing conveys a reason e certainty of
ani and n by a fair and natural construction e
ading show (sic) a substant! cause of action or defense. HI
enlightened and progressive position for the times.
ocedures prescribed by t code for such ot r matters as
a writ of Habeas Corpus likewise diepla
igid technical forms. 2
this dislike of
A second aspect of Mason's apparent impress on the
1851 code came with t relatively high degree of sympathy
for women's rights evident in the code. In later years as
patent commissioner, Mason would have the distinction of
heading the first federal government department to employ
women in office clerical Positions. 3 This decision would
be based on the still novel premise t t if a woman could
do a job as well as a man, the woman shobld be given equal
accoss to the job. In the 1851 Code, progressive provisions
were made for the ri ts of married vJomen to own rsonal
pro erty separatel and to contract on their own behalf
in relation to this separat
sec. 2234.
3S e e below, at page
roperty.5 Since at this time
sec. 1734.
I41851 Code of Iowa, Sections 1448, 1450.
5 I' '1D~l, • ,
property of their
many states, the property of married women, including
ir very bodies, 1 wa s considered
30
bands; the advanced state of the earliest Iowa state code
this point may be readily appreciated. The code went on
provide that neither husband nor wife was subject to
bts of the other,2 prOVided such debts involved the separ-
property of each spouse.
times.
ain, an advanced notion for
As has been documented els
trepreneur as well as a lawyer.
re,3 Mason was an
The Code of 1851 cor-
respondingly shows a high degree of sympathy for business
enterprises, both as to their formation and as to their
operation. Mason's fifteen year old campaign for a general
incorparation law came to fru t t.Lo n in the 1851 code, wh t c h
allowed businessmen to secure t
ages of corporate status upon fili
limited liability advant-
articles of incorporation
with the county recorder of deeds and newspaper publication
of notice of
t,
incorporation. ' After this had been done,
corpo tion could begin carryi on business in Iowa.
Thus the code afforded a clear invitation to businessmen to
organize and do business in Iowa. Judged in light of Mason's
business interests in Iowa, the invitation can
rdly be deemed inadvertent. The code also mad generous
1 L a ~'l r e n c e H •
York: Simon and
riedman,
Schuster,
2- 8"1 C1 _! e of Iowa, sec. 1453.
int, ope
7 - 77.
rovisions for p 1
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condemnation of land for privately-
sidiz internal rovements in 1 Once again Masonts
public and private careers coalesce; for between 1849 and 1851,
the former judge was deeply involved in e private develop-
ment of plank roads in 2Lowa ,
A third and in some ways ironic aspect of the codets
business section was its provisions for creation of ferry-
boat services which possessed exclusive ri
business on designated portions of Iowa s
ts to ferrying
3e s , This p r o-«
sion stands in contrast to Mason's earlier condemnation of
monopolistic private ferry companies in New York referred to
L.
above. Nonetheless, the anti-monopolist was not dead by
1851, for the code also stipulated that to c ferry-
boatmen with e x c Lu s Lv e rights were to be controlled by the
5
county courts.
On a somewhat different note, t ISS! c e may cast
light on a s owy side of Mason's character that emerged
more distinctly durin the Civil ar years. In the section
the code prescribing rules of evidence for Iowa courts, one
finds th provision that an indian, ne ro, mulatto or
blne person shall not be nIlo e to ive testimony in any
1 I' 1- •.~o 1U • , sections 759-77
51
Yor
!+Article s f ned
v ,1 3 •
1
S8 rein a Hhi person is 1a party"
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irration-
ity of haldinga Black r80n sufficiently lucid and com-
tent to testify against s fe11o\1 Black Ie utterly
ncompetent to give evi ence a ainst a Caucasion t seems
onsistent with Mason's generally rational c racter.
Yet the blind, unabashedly contemptuous attitude t B
Bl~ck race evidenced here became a conspicuous feature
Hason's speeches and writings in subsequent years.
Less sinister though likewise reflecting a strong
racial bias by the drafters of the code was the moralistic
rtion abolishing dram shops and prohibiting the sale of
liquor by the drink. 2 In related sections, the code rather
sententiously declared that althou 1 uor could be sold in
other forms, Hthe people of the state will hereafter take
no share in the of its£! therefrom;3 and tavern keepers we r e
prohibited rom selling alcohol to intoxicated persons or
!.J-
on pain of criminal prosecution.' Temperance was
a popular ea se during much of the Nineteenth Century in
the United St tes and CrIes Mason, unIt ma n y D e mo c r a t s
t d t ~ l t 5was a sron a vocae at le. Nonetheless, and despite
1 1 , '101.0., sec.
2 Ib '110,., sec •
..."
.J 1 b i d . , sec.
l,.
Ibid., sec.
2388"
926.
2735.
5 H H:1son 1:apr s ,H S pee h 0 f 1 8 3 2, v ,
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se pronounced public convictions, Mason was not above
a glass of wine with dinner and, curiously, one of the
iest agricultural r nts on his Burlington farm was
cultivition of a splendid vineyard from which many
Ions the fruity 1verage were annually drawn.
ter finishing his work on the Code of 1851, Mason
turned to private life until in 1852 he was named judge of
tihecounty court and then, in 1853, was~pointed U.S. Patent
missioner by President F lin Pierce. This latter
appointment necessitated a move to Washington, D. C. which
marked a watershed in his career. Much of Mason's time
ing the next twenty years was spent in Washington in
close proximity to the center of national political life.
Since the Patent Department appointment marked such a de-
fined turning point in Mason's career, it is well at this
point to examine in general terms t Mason had grown into
his fourty-ninth birthday and de rkation for the nation's
capitol.
Entering life with fe,v natural vantages, Mason had
advanced to a conspicuous social and political position by
1853 throuph a combination ofo natural ability, perseverance,
and ood furtune. His past rd efforts could be expected
to instill in him both a high degree of self-respect and an
abiding faith in the viability of the free enterprise syste •
At the Sa time, his upward movement from poverty semms to
IToussalnt, op. cit. pp. 10-11.
e instilled in him a basic concern that the ri
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t of
vate property, acquired through r d work , respected.
To be sure, all these attributes existed in Mason's political
amework in 1853, as evidenced by his contributions to t
Evening Post, his judicial handiwork as territorial chief
justice, and his apparent contributions to the 1851 of
However, at the same time as these conservative bUilding
blocks were being set in place in the structure his poli-
tical ideology, liberal democratic components were also
being added o son had been exposed to the troubles of
an impoverished childhood and had his resentment of
privilege refined during his association with t raaical
Certain tenets of the Jacksonian faith had
thus worked their way deeply into his mind by as early as his
departure for Iowa in 1836. Thus he prized the ri t
of the common man to have an equal opportunity with the
wealthy to advance mself. Thus also he persistently op-
posed the manipulable nature of a non-specie currency.
Finally, early experience in a nation dominated by ksonians
and their Democratic heirsG forged MaID nls lifelong comrnitt bt
to the Democratic arty that will be discussed furt r below.
fth such a can lomeration of elements oin into is
political c racter, so n become s a co Ie £i ure inel ed.
They a ny characterization a son as liberal or c n-
s e r v a t I v e e v e n more unenlightening t h a n such c L s s I f Lc tions
may LlSt! lly be. Corr spondin ly. all these intellectual
Ln g r e d Le n t s st be considered in i ina nd u erst
35
positions Mason took in the deepening sectional dif-
nces between North and South during the days and years
ead.
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PIER I I
WITNESSING THE GATHERING STORM
h e n C ries Mason left Burlington, Iowa for
ashington, D. C. in 1813, he entered a new se in his
reer. e sectional tensions emerging from the issue of
lavery would wit n the next several years eru tnto open
wa are, causing political cleavages in Iowa which would
spell disaster for Mason's political career there and leave
e Democratic Party of Iowa at least temporarily a di8-
credited ruin. Mason's ebsence in Washington during these
crucial yo rs may account for his estrangement frmm the
popular political sentiments in Iowa during early-1860's.
osed to Southern influence and already sympathetic to
the ar uments of state's ri htists through his - Fr ;.Je:r::r:erSOnlan
ant cedants, he may eveloped differently in ashin ton
during the 1850's than he would have done
Burlin ton while the storm clouds of the Civil
he remainfid in
or r ew
icker. at a pea red in Mason as dee -seated
political convicti n oul have emerged s1 ilarly in own,
maki im the opponent of Republican war strate y he be-
came: • ut this is at least disputable. a rna ton 1 y ~"J a s
Mason a se soned political figure sensitive to public senti-
ment by 1 53; but the electrified atrnas
War ashin ton could hardly help but
re of pre~Civil
e a substantial
effect on the Civil War pol tics of anyone ex as d to it.
tension that il1ed the a t.mo s r in ashin 0
in 1 S3 1 Q had been nerate b ~ tory 0 cti nal
fferences between North and South
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t went back to the
innings of e Re lie itself. From the earliest days
the young nation, New E 1 merchants and Sout rn
nters had maintained co licting s of their respective
If-interests. In the days of Jefferson and Hamilton, the
flict had been ideological as well as economic, with the
ith in states' rights of Jeffersonians running headlong
nto Hamilton's aggressive federalism. The Federalist pro-
ective tariffs of the Washington administration stirred
opposition in the South, which regarded such measures as
roperly geared both to benefit New England at the expense
the South and to bolster the dangerously powerfUl national
government. l The Alien and Sedition Acts passed by a
Federalist Congress in 1798 in reaction to Southern and
Western anti~Federali8m, p ted perhaps the earliest post-
constitutional pronouncement of the staee supremacy doctrine
a state. Through the pens of James Madison and Thomas
Jefferson, the Virginia and the Kentucky Resolutions th
asserted the ri ht of states to declare acts of Congress
'. .., 1 2unconst1tuL1ona • Kentuc Resolution approached
advocacy of nUllification, Calhoun's later day panacea for
his section's grievances.
The tensions did not diminish with time but ly
c nged in focus. To be sure, during the Jacksonian era of
the late-152m's and 1830's, a loose-knit co lition of
Northerners, Southerners and esterners was for cd in op-
position to the National Ban, business monopolies, and a
protective tari f. But ev n in th day of Jackso • a stiff
lcTohn C. iller,
York) Harper To r c hb ks/
') .• • • •• A ~
(
ined group Southern politicians led by J
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C. 6alhoun
t alive the old sectional differences by re-asserting
states' rights llos hies of Jefferson, John lor
Carolina, and John Randolph of Roanoke. ThuB in the South
aro1ina Exposition of 1828, Calhoun declared
te might suspend a federal law it regard as
t a single
unconstitutional. l
target of his vituperation was a protective tariff. But
s principle was nullification and, Ultimately, the r1
a state to secede from the Union.
t of
As Arthur Schlesinger, Jr. has pointed out, both the
Jacksonians, with their devotion to the common man, and the
Southerners supporting Calhoun traced their ilosophical
roots to Jeffersonian Republicanism. 2 Yet one offshoot of
the Jeffersonian tree became nationalistic while the other
increasin 1y pro o&nded a sectionalized states' rig s doctrine.
With the passa e of time and departure of General Jackson,
further [r mentation occured, this time n the ranks of...:....:........~~
Jacksonians.
f r o m
By 1846, the su estion of an obscure Con ress-
nns vania was able to bring old North-South
tensions to an active boil in t ilmot Proviso can rov r
ind the 18l: battle la a complex eeries 0 ev nts
that influenced sonts pre-Civil War thinking on the nation I
issu ince th mi s ion of l'lis8ouri nd i under
the ttL ourJ C romise of 1820, nati nal att ntio h
be n ra n to the i s O J:.~ x t n d i n slav ry in t t 1::1:1 tori
The 60 "to i provid th t 1 v r s auld b for ve b nn
in ely ittecl st te in th L i iana r rft o r ic
Litt
lArthur c 1 in
C ~, 1 l~6) po
2 bid. Pit
tuated north of the 368 30' parallel. e Comp r om I s e
3
ceeded in spreading oil on troubled waters for a time.
it was at best a orary solution to the growing dispute
er slavery •. Slavery was becoming a crisis of conscience
ng Northern Conscience Whi s" and, by 1840, among such
ent Jacksonians as Theodore Sed 10k of t New York
Post. l Other Northerners and;';';"'~~:-;;C,,--,,,,-,~~ _ esterners p tically
posed slavery extension as a threat to the opportunity of
e White labor in 'Jthe new territories.- Simultaneous with
se developments, Southern planters, whose plantation-
centered economy been revitalized by Cyrus McCormick's
invention of the reaper in 1831, began grOWing fearful of
Northern econo ic domination over their slave-based 3economy"
With issues such 8S the Bank War and paper currency pre-occupy-
the national attention during .c -e years Oi: J
presi eDcy, the slavery issue remaine relatively dormant
during uch of the 1830 t 8 . But by late in the Harrison- ler
ministration running from 1840-1844, sectional differenc s
within Democratic ranks d grown pronounced. The iss u e 0
T as' annexation r ~directed ttention to the possible
extension 0 slavery and its attendant evils. In the North,
many of the old Jacksonians like Martin Van Buren had by
1844 come to oppose anne1cation on anti~slavery , 4rouna s ,
1 Lb i 1a o , ,
2 lb' 1lCl • ,
• L,2 9
3 Chaplain W. Morrison,
timot Proviso Co t.,~.~,~.:".." ..•,~'" ....,.:-'.-".~~
si er. op. cit., p. 431.
11zing t t in so acti , they bo
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alienated a large
tion of the electorate ch favored a war with Mexico
antagonized Southern Democrats who saw TeKBS as a proper
isition for the bloc of slave-holding states. The
-emergence of slavery as a national issue was underscored
the anti-abolitionist rtnigger-baiti campaign followed
the Democrats in 1844 against the Whig candidates Henry
and Theod ore F re Ii huys en. A popular campaign ditty
De niggar vote am quite surprising
Wels all for Clay and Frelt ysingo1{sic)
Polkls administration brought this dispute over an-
nexation to a head when hostilities erupted between Mexico
and the U. So after In Au st of 1846, President
Polk believed that if he could obtain an additional $2,000,000
from Con ress for resolution of the war with Mexico, he mi ht
be able to solve all the western quarrels with the neighbor
to the south, including those Over California and New
Ne}{ ic o , The debate over lk's appropriation request
prompted Con ressman David
the proposal that:
fimot of Penns vania to broach
As an express and fundamental condition
to the acquisition of any territory from
t R public of Mexico by the United St teG o o•
neither slavery nor involuntary servitude
hall ever exist in any part of the said
territorv except for crime. 2
- J -- ~
2 rrison, Ope cit., p. 18.
e gauntlet thrown down by
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Northerners supporting
t was snatched upwi alacrity such states' rights
t~onalists as Calhoun and his Alabama disciple William
no e s Yancey. By 1847, a Southern corollary of t vii 1 mo t
so been expounded the Alabama Democratic Con-
ntion under the 1 ership of Yancey. This corollary,
a Platform' broadly stipulated t t Sounhern
Ie should withhold their votes from any presidential
idate w did not prior to an election, Hdistinctly,
quivocally and publicly av o w his opp o s Lt.Lo n" to federal
erference with the question of slavery in the 1territories.
Accompanying this section polarization was a
breaking up of political parties within different parts of
the nation. Just as the heirs of the Jeffersonian tradition
had split in the days of Jackson between vacates of nation-
allsm and proponents of states' rl ts; so now the Dema-
crats of Jackson's coalition diVided, between those ose
chief concern was preservation of the Union and t Demo-
cracy, and those who placed cardinal emphasis on el~mination
the mural and social blemish of slavery. In New Yor
~n's native state, this split grew especially bold when
in 1 48, the conservative Hunker faction, whic op oGed
ing any stand on slavery, defeated t e rival, abolitionist
Barnburn r faction in a platform fight at t st t conv ntlon
in Syr c u s e , 1:1 York. rustrat d at Syr cuse, the arn"""'""
rn r conv ned their 0 n convention t er imer and co 1 t
L,
1 l .,
fracture
1
of the New York Democracy.
This pro-union versus anti-slavery dispute within
North Has not c ined to New York nor to the Democratic
ty. Within the Whig Party too, factions emerged, with
Whi 5, like Charles Sumner of Massachusetts and Salmon
se of io, i abolition the moral mission of their
ty, while others favored union a coalition ith wealt y
uthern planters against the dangerous influence of
e abolitionist, or as they became
n , IIConscience vJhigs, 5 red their cause with the
liberal Barnburner Democrats. 8 by 1 Qo been assembled
a rather remarkable conglomeration of former Jacksonian
Democrats and Conscience Whigs acting in unison under the
nner 0 tIle r e e Soil Part ~Jith no less a cksonian
than Martin Van Buren as t ir presidential candidate, the
Free Sailers drew s art especially from the Northeastern
section a t h e nation. Meanwhile Lewis Cass of Michi an,
t mocratic candidate in 1848, and Zac Taylor, Ge n e r al
and late-be otten i , ttled it out in e rest of the
countr • Althou Cass argued e merits of popular
Save rei nty to a sympat tic, pro-union audience in bot
North and South; his reputation as a political tri r,
plus To lor's own Southern ori ins av the Southern vote
and presi enc
2
to the general.
The d t rioratin relation between th So t
t roby br It t ,d: t it virtual frnA ntation of the
1 I b i 1').
."
2 1. , \):!-('-, P. 1
1
emocrat rty by 1 • In the followi five years
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ece ing Mason's departure for Washington, D. Co in 1853,
itions within the party and nation conti to ~,"orsen.
y a delicate process of fence-mending and Whiggian lack of
direction, the Democrats managed to elect Franklin Pierce
esident in 1852. But Pierce, Mason's political patron
for the patent office job, attempted to discipline a
troublesome segment of the Ne v York Democracy--the I>hard-
shall HunkersH--that been uncooperative in the election
The result was renewed factionalism in the party
ranks, leading finally in 1856 to the Democratic nomination
of an experienced old Southern Jacksonian, James Buc n,
for the presidency.
In this troubled setting, Charles Mason, Western
Democrat with Jacksonian underpinnings arrived in Wa ington
in mid-l As newly-appointed patent commissioner, his
first concern was to become familiar with the patent office
and to impose his own influence and set of priorities on
the conduct of the office.
ellOu h to occupy hiG time.
esc duties ave him more than
As a result of this occupation,
see s t ave devoted most of his public ener ies durin
the n xt f ur years to rnodernizin his agency and to observi
rath r than 01 in shape, contemporar olitic 1 ffairs.
is reoecupation doubtless contribute to the course is
later acti iti s allowed, somewhat limiting the r ' t
c 01 ,
T'hc
s political horizons. He
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been in Iowa during the
ous 1840'8 and could not e ared the rancorous
1::10 t \'Irac East and South. Absorbed as he became
ington, he may e f.iled to perceive the depth of
tion on the slavery issue, even 8S he became detached
clitical sentiment in Iowa while he was serving as
tent commissioner.
Ma onts absorption with his work may be under-
toad in 1 i t of the fact that he be an s term as patent
ommi en the office's condition
called for strong, clear-headed leadership. Vacancies in
posts of co issioner as well as examiners during late-1852 and
early-1853 had generated a serious backlog of unanswered
')
tent applications.~ Fortunately, effective July 1, 1853,
the patent office ine el ht additional clerks of e
second class, to help an or the rOHi research and exam-
ination "mands plac d on the office.~ ith subsequent
staf
final1
additions, the public demands on the agency wre
Early in his career as commissioner, Mason displayed
his innovative and eealitarian character hiri th c fir t;
wamen clerks ever to work in federal lJ."overnment offices.
artment of Commare , Tho
--"'--c-'''';;;;'-'"''---'~--"--,---
ashin ton, D. C.:
). p. 1 () •
u.s. .C., .11
3 1," ,OJ'. .,
r
Lj-
p. 13.
'atent Of i t e , • 1
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ior to this time, women had been emplo to do certain
clerical work in their homes; t never been given
loyment within government offices, especially not for
go salaries Mason offer One such early female
loyee of the patent office was Clara Barton t tater
founder of the rican Red Cross. She served as a well-paid
clerk in the agency until 1857, and later resumed her employ-
men~ there from 1860-1865. 1 As would be expected, Masonts
policy stirred a great deal of controversy and was ob-
structed by his superior, the secretary of interior, as
2
early as 1855.
Ha son dec r i edt h e rs ill i be r ale 0 u r s e ,( f 0 11 0 '(..I e d by
his predecessors in the patent office. Under these Coffi-
missioners he felt, patents been denied simply because
t proffered invention might be useless, even though
it did not infringe on any tent rirrbtsc:; iously granted.
11ason bel i eved is was wrong and t t , ile caution wa s
proper in granting or denying patents that possibly on-
croachod on pre-existin patent ri hts, there was no good
reason for den ng a patent which at worst could injure only
3
the patentee himself. He felt this policy would not only
1 Tl- LdL01. ., pp. 10-11.
2Charles Mason Fapors, (MSS in Iowa State Historic 1
Building, Dos Moines, Iowa), Diary entry of October 14,
1855, v o L, L+6.
t h esee t e Annual Report of
ieh reports a rise in
be teen 1 5
1
"'"
J.J,
for 1856
to 2,502
t 0
3 "1 ..~loid., July 2,
Commissioner of Patents
patents issued from 958
Department of Interior,
e p a r t.rn e n t. of C
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e an unnecessary restraint on patent issuance, but
d encourage enterprise and creativity on the part of
inventing public. This liberal approach had its pit-
Is, h o we v e r , as Ha s o n perceived wh.e n the o n s L h t of
nt application began to consume virtually his every
ing 1mo rne n t,
Some of t Jeffersonian precepts of Mason's
litlca1 philosop showed themselves in his direction of
patent department. In the 1854 Patent Commissioner's
re rt to the President of the Senate, he critieized the
sproportionately high rates charged non-citizens for patent
gistration: to Mason, this represented a violation of the
":natural j u s t Lc e " that dictated UNo title to property can
more just or valid than his who has created that property. 2
position to commercial barriers and the recognition of a
'l'natural U justice both harken back to ffersonian ought.
L1 wise his inclination to issue rather t n deny patents
re prior ri htg were not in conflict t evidenced a dislike
of overnment restraints on individual expression and property.
But his Jeffersonianism was always framed in a Jacksonian
conte t; and accordingly his idealistic arguments a in t
government action were almost always supported
rationales.
pragmatic
July 3, 1855.
2
.S. D p a r t rn n t 0
p rt nt 0 Co 7
ring Mason's approximately four years in the patent
ice, the agengls library greatly e ed, the size of the
ff increased, sf nificant i rovements and additions
e made to t p sieal plant hou the office. In addition,
patent office initiated new programs whose value was
r evid need their transfer to new federal departments.
h for example was the prog~am for gathering meteorological
commenced in 18541 which was subsequently placed under
control of the Department of Commerce. -
However, despite the fact he was seemingly an able
nistrator possessed of creative ideas and a good rapport
th 2inventors, Mason experienced recurring difficulties with
s superiors in the Pierce and Buchanan administrations from
earliest days of his tenure. se differences dealt
largely w i.t h t Maso n cons ide red to be in t e r f e renee the
c r e t a r y of int :tier ~vith the commissionerrs irection of the
tent office. persu ed him to stay , ,wn e n 1 n
m ~185G, son considered resigning. But ter Buchanan
assumed office in IS57, Mason be an to sense his welcome in the
Democratic administration Horn thin. Jacob ompson,
Buchanan's secretary of interior, quickly let it be known
t he pr ferred one other n Mason in the office of
lStory of the tent Office, loco cit.
hen, in 1855, it a eared that son was soon to
leav the p t nt office, inventors of th nation colI cte
$3 11000 in a Hason Testimonial t be iven outri ht to their
friend in the patent office. ( son a ers, o. cit.
Diary, S pte b r 30, 1855, • 46).
nt commissioner. y 25 t IB57 t Mason
48
tt a letter of resignation which was accepted by
President.
Why did Buchanan wish to discharge one possessing
on's engineering and administrative ezperience, espAcially
n Hasan enjo such good relations with the inventing
1 ic '? parently political pressures on the pres ent led
m to accept Mas~nfs resignation. Various influential Iowa
Democrats sent a series of letters to Buc nan and Thompson
actively lobbied for Mason's removal in 1857. Such
spicuous figures as George Wallace Jones, James May, and
reference, Augustus Caesar Dodge, charged that Mason
spir with Iowa Republican Governor James Grimes and
o.t.he r s to perpetuate a "stupendous fraud ll l (acts unspecified)
on t people of Lo wa , Jones' criticisms are perhaps the
most strident; he accused Ma~on of combining wi Governor
Grimes to defeat the Democratic candidate in the 1854 gUb-
natorial race; of opposi the Kansas- bra a Act and of
doing Il mo r e to break up our party in this state than any
other man in the Union t not excepting Greely (sic). Seward,
or Fitz Henry lclarren. H2 (all leading figures in the state
or national republican organization:). According to Jones,
lLetter from James May to President James Buch nan of
rch 31, 1857 (from National Archives Records Group #48,
Appointments Division, Charges Filed: Charles Mason. National
Archives nd Records Service. Natural Resources Branch, Civil
Archives Division. Washington. D. C.)
2Letter from George allace Jones to Secret ry of
Interior Jacob ompson of March 23, 1857 (from National
Archives Records Group #48, A poi tments Division, Char es
Filed: Charles Mason
JNational
Archives and R cords Service,
Natural R sources Branch. Civil Archives Divini 0, hi to I .C)
opposition of himself and Dodge to
49
sonVs tenure as
ent commissioner nded back to his initial 1853 appoint-
by Pierce. Bo men alleged Mason was "tinctured with
t-Provisoism--Abolitionism or K.(now)- N.(othingism) 1
light of Ha so n l s c o n t e mpp e a-r y diary entries, as we Ll, as his
espondence during this period, there seems to be little
s for the charges Jones makes. It is true, Mason would
e preferred to let sleeping dogs lie, and thus was not
athetie to the Kansas-Nebraska Act which stirred up
avery controversy previously set to rest the Missouri
2
mpromise. Similarly, James Grimes and son. who had
met as fellow lawyers in Burlington during Iowa's territorial
ys, were active correspondents throu hout the early 1850's.
sharing financial interest in devel
stern rail lines,3 and in purchase of
nt of certain Mid-
I
Iowa real estate. 4
ever the Grimes-Mason correspondence was concerned with
iness rather t n politics. On the other hand, their
ex c n e s reveal that the railroad interests of Hasen and
Grimes did run in conflict with those of Dod e and Jones
se plans for rail connections in Iowa followed a differe t
1 Lb I 1
- 1C.
2Mason expressed this disapproval of the Kansas-Nebr s a
act in 1856 w n the Iowa De oeratic arty endorsed Senator
DIs' Le Ls La t Lv e brainchild (n son Pa p e r s , ope cit.~
Diary, Janu ry 20. 18 6, vol 4 ).
son or
son Pap rs~ Letter from James Grimes to Charles
ebruary 2~ 1852, vol. 2.
br ry 1.
rn from those envisioned
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strong
ns enerated in Iowa during this time period over the
stion of railroad location, it is not unlikely D ge and
s found these differences ample fuel--and the real cause--
their animosity towards Mason.
At the same time, it is not true as Jones aIle ed that
son sympathized with abolitionism at any point. Indeed,
subsequent discussion will demonstrate, he felt increasing
imosity towards abolitionism as the Civil War approac
finally burst . . 2forth a n 1861. \vhat is more, Nason IS
itical correspondence indicates his political associations
ng the 1850's were with persons whose views were anti-
litionist and pro-Democratic. 3 Here, Jones, diehard pro-
outherner t o resonted Mason's stron
support of conciliatory measures between North and Soubh.
t Mason's stand could hardly be considered intentionally
inimical to t e interests of the Democrats whose past 8UC-
ceSBes had been built on conciliation and whose fort nes
ummett d wh n the party showed sectional favoritism under
Bue n n between 1856 and 1860. Thus it seems likely
that Jones, Dod , and ibhe others o lobbied against Mason's
lIb' ,
. lel., February 13, 18 2.
25·..·ee Chapter III, p. 61.
ite of 10;,]a
1"la son 0 f Ju n
'1JS e e for example, the letters of • W.
and Samuel • B. Morse (of tele ra Ie fame) to
and March 24, 1854, resp ctively ( Mason Fapers,
'Vol. 2).
Ope c t t , ,
2
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ion in office acted more from personal pique and
ional bias t n from actual evidence of anti-Democratic
uct Mason. However, motivated, Jones'1857 allegations,
from a staunchly Democratic U. S. Senator, 60ubtless
a conspicuous part in Mason's 1857 departure from the
ent office.
One of the more interesting things which the pressure
Mason's siemiesal reflects is the strife prevalent within
Iowa Democracy by 1856. Spurred by differences ranging
railroad routes through Iowa to prohibition, conflicts
tween Democrats in Iowa begun to emerge by the 1840's.
During the 1850's, temperance, nativist sentiment t olitionism t
and the issue of interea! improvements all provided sources
of friction among Iowa Democrats. l In part through Democratic
political ineptitude, in part through Republican canniness,
the Iowa Democracy was reduced from unquestioned dominance
at the time of the state's creation t to a clearly secondary
position by 1858, a little over a decade later. Thus while the
Republicans made a play for the abolitionist t int rnal im-
provement. and temperance voters, the state Democrats feebly
drafted platforms avoiding any stand on internal improvements
or homestead Ie islation in 1854 and 1857. thou the
state party supported overnment subsidized internal improve-
ments in 1 52, the national party cre:tted problems by opposing
2 Corre pondingly, the party was so afraid 0 alienatin
element of its loose-knit early co ition that it
52
ered by def t large blocs of stro ly motivated
s to t opposition. Additionally, the Kansas-Nebraska
of 1854 ich was promoted by the Democrats stirred wide-
controversy in 10Ha, both against and ,vi thin the
Party~ is act, which repealed the Missouri
romise , declared that each state neHly admitted to the
n \v0 u 1d be alI 0 wed to dec ide for itself, by It pop u 1 a r
reignt , whether slavery would exist within its boundaries.
Iowans opposed the act either because it potentially
oned slavery in areas where it previously been pro-
h ited (north of the 36 030' parallel), or because it
red the ho:rnet's nest: of slavery ich had wishfully been
need the Missouri eompromise in 1820. An endorsement
the act by the 1856 state Democratic convention stirred
on's ire, and he elt confident the convention decision
c Id anI e a negative affect on party fortunes.
seemingly did not help the party's deterioratin statewide pos-
ition. In 1852. the Democrats who controlled Lowa
politics since territorial days, lost their first Congres-
slona1 seat to the opposition higs. In 1854, they lost t e
governor's ch ir and the lower house of th state Ie 18-
lature to th higs, to ether with one of lowals U. S. Senat
seats. y 1 56, testate was dir ctin its presi enti 1
electors to vote for the Re ublican candidat re nt th r
than Buchanan; and by the end of 1 5 , t e R publicans d
inated bot t e cutiv and Ie is1 tiv br nehe of t c
53
overnment in addition to all of Iowa's Congressional
atton.
slavery issue pI a 1 e part in the Democrats'
ling credit with the people of Iowa. ter the Kansas-
ska Act split Iowa Democracy in 1854, Eue n IS p r es Ld e n c y
erbated the Democrats' troubles with slavery in Iowa.
n~nls decision in 1858 to accept the Lecompton Con-
itution for Kansas stirreo violent controversy in Iowaf t
stern border of which had 10 served as a BU y depot and
ringboard for raids into Kansa. by abolitionists. 1 Because
pro-slavery Lecompton constitution had been drafted and
roved by hi hly questionable methods J Rue nan~s decision
to embrace it was taken alternately as wro -headed or as a
bold-faced declaration of pro-Southernis by Iowa Republicans
and Democrats alike. ain Iowa Democrats divided. as did
national party, with some De oerats such as Gear e allace
Jones, staunchly supporting Rue nan; while others, like
?
Henry Clay Dean, Jud e Thomas Wilson, and Lincoln Clark-
followed Senator Ste en Dou las of Illinois in opposin
Lecompton charter. thus opened in 1858 ill
prepare the Democrats for the 1859 gubernatorial and 1860
1
national elections.
Brown, most famou of the Kansas abolitionists,
numerous friends and supporters in Iowa. In I 56,
Republican Governor James Grimes, Masonts old business prote
apparently d liberately left ~he key to the state ar nal on
his desk so a to allow sympathizers of It he Kans s abolitio i t
to b 0 r r OIyH it for a r min t 11 e en tis 1 a vensa n s a ins t t h i r
pro-slavery nei hbors. (Ibid., p. 139).
2
Ibid., pp. 168-1 9.
But slavery issue was not t only question to spell
er for the state Democratic or ization between 1854
1860. e acquisition of a long-awaited land grant from
ederal government in 1856 won plaudits for Repu iean
slators altho e energies of their Democratic forebears
done much to secure the grant. Buchanan's subsequent veto
Homestead Act, which would have increased availability
~estern lands, convinced many Iowan's t t the Republicans
far more likely to satisfy their common desire for home-
legislation t n were the Democrats. These factors,
omas Wilson and Senator Ge
upled with a longstanding personal feud in nor ern Iowa
~'lallace Jones"lt't4'een Jud ge
the slavery issue, stacked the cards strongly a inst the
ambitions of the Democracy. us despite the national
economic crisis of 1857 and substantiated claims of wide-
spread graft against the Republican government, the Democrats
lost their rip on the poli tical affairs of IOvH:L and were re-
place by an ag ressive, confident young Republican organization.
hile the events of 1857-1860 were unfolding in Iowa,
son was commuting from Burlington to aahington at frequent
intervals, 160ki after his business interests in Iowa and
conducting a patent law business in W shington which
sprun~ up in the wake a his departure from the patent office.
He kept abreast of the ~portant political develpments that were
evolvin around him, thou h not ettin so deeply c ught up
with the issues as he did at other times. I 1856, he r -
lTh cud between Jones a Wilson related to
d f s p La c nt of il on in 1 S as U. 8. Sen t e c a n d I
Io\,!a~-a c ndi e c y "lhieh \J1180n, Hason u s co-juror on t
territorial i h co rtt p ct d for 1ms If. (Ibi.,
ne
'r
7- ) .
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ed of himself t was Hno abolitioniat H , but neit r
a ttfriend of slavery in stract. n He continued:
It would be better if all ment were free
equal, It would be better if all were exempt from
the evil of poverty or sickness. I hope n
society is constantly advancing towards the
points so desirable~ bur who would propose •••
an equal distribution of property in order to
attain the one of these objects Who would
urge on the divesting of property in slaves at
once to the ruin of those are interested
in order to effect the other?l
se statements seem to put Mason in as crate a position
t t ocupied by Abra Lincoln on various occasions during
same
• 1 2perLoc, • Consistent with his ksonian bac round,
on was primarily concerned with preserving the union and
11in those forces that favored disunion, but compromise.
to a point, his hostility to a movement increased as t t
emant became more strident in its advocacy a position
t favored national division. erceiving that the dispute
rtha Kansa ~Nebraska Act fell largel along seetio
lines, h recorded in 1856 his fear of civil strife from the
$~ for mid a b 1e ivisions created by th ". J~SBue. corres-
pondi ly ro istered his disapproval of the state Democratic
I son e r s ~l 0 p , c ID ., D i r y , rch 16, 1 56,vo1. 4
5
n a 1 5 address in Spri fiel , Illinois, incoln
e m to me that sy terns of r ual emancip ti
t d~ but of their t rdie aSs (sic.) in this I ~ill
to jud e our br thren of th South •• ~Let it t
contendin for testa 1i5h mont of politic 1
it b t c t hites bi s. I
c n t r a r y ••• The Ls s o uzt So ro is 0
not, the cou tr will e the S th
2
be
York;
stated: It
ht b do
not u nd e r t;
an oci I q a
a l a d y s a i.d th
be r store ••• 1
with tri mp and
they b It v ,
(Carl ndb r ,
areo rt,
v oL, Ie e
o o • c I t ,., l r r r 1 , 1
tyls endorsement of t
56
Kansas-Nebrask Act in its 1856
t.f o r m , The Act, 0"u. ., Mason saw it, simply agitated the
ely slumberi issue of slavery, revivin an increasingly
cate source of national friction. So also in 1856 did
on expre s dissatisfaction with the course followed at the
ional convention meeting in Cincinnati. Sensing t t the
y was inattentive to Northern sentiments in drafting its
tform, Mason anticipated that the controversy between
crat Buchanan and Republican Fremont in the presidential
test would become larpelv a North-South confrontation. 1
o ""'
cause of this apprehension, Mason, at least in the privacy
his diary, confided his e that Eue n and the
t
emocrats would ,~in the election, but only by a narDOW
in. He f:el1:L this would rein in pro-Southestremists in
party to assure a conciliatory course by party leader i
r the next four years. 2 Mason thus recognized that the
cause for national discord arose from more t Northern
abolitionism: the Southerners,Hsettled dovn into a dogged
resolution t t the Union is not war
.."
preserving!'J
were to him also to blame for the growin national friction.
the Buchanan administration began to show Sout ern bias
durin the 1856-1860 period~ Mason continued to oppose this
y. He felt t t submission of the Lecompton Constitution
I I' , 1o lC • , June 22, 1856.
:2 Ibid., July 2, 1856.
3 Ibid., September 28, 1856
d not h av e been
'.:>7
lowed to become a -test of Democracy~"l
ngly echoing a widespread opposition among Iowa Democrats
Buchanan's endorsement of that c t e r , In 1860 Hason
orted Douglas in his race for president, nontheless
11 regarded the Kansas-Nebraska Act as a blemish on the
ttle Giant'slV record.
Although Mason opposed Southern extremism in his own
ty, abolitionism began to draw his special venom during
late 1850's. This may be largely accounted for by the
t abolitionism was the child of largely anti-Democratic
forces; HConscience 1'1higs l l together "1ith estranged "Free
IniIer" Democrats. Southern extremism, on the other hand,
came from more traditional Democratic sources. Furthermore,
Mason seemed to regard t abolitionists as the aggressors,
initiated and exacerbated national slavery issue. A
tter from his brother Edwin, was sympathetic to the
abolitionist cause, provoked Mason to declare:
Really the northern fanatics seem to suppose
themselves the ver lect of this worl and
as thou h there were no other persons who could
be rc arded as virtuous or intelli ent but
themselves. If there is no class possessing
more common sense t n they do the Union will
certainly not last long. 2
Alt ugh his dislike for abolitionism as evident by
is time, r e w more pronounced by 1 60 and, during t h e
Civil \4ar, r positively vitriolic. is tendenc to str as
II j"01. ci • ,
2 "I'"
"UlO. ,
comber 19, 1857
November 26, 1856.
evils of abolitio sm i1.e d own p L
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ng devisive effects
Sou ern sectionalism was probably affected by more n
partisan all Lances of son. For one thing, Mason's
respo ents in Iowa and elsewhere during this riod
rtually all took anti-abolitionist stands. Bet1;lJeen 1856
1
1 0, a number of them"such as W. W. White and Jo
2
ar of Burlington, took downr ht pro-Southern stands,
ing Senator Douglas, opponent of the Lecompton Con-
itution, for divison in the Democracy and for the serious
reat of national civil war. Getting his information on
a affairs from these persons in 1856 and early 1857, Mason
ht well have been led to pro-Southern sympathies himself,
mistakenly sensing this was a popular cause in Iowa.
Another factor incling him toward anti-abolitionism
a conciliatory posture towards e South was his ill-fated
candidacy for the Iowa Sfipreme Court in 1859 on a ticket
ad d by Au ustus C. Dod e. 0 Dodge imself harbored
pro-Dou las sentiments, 3 he had been ambassador to S ain for
President Buchanan and waS seen as a man capable of unitin
the ,,7a r r i ng D 0 1 as and 3uc nan f ctions of 10 a's Democracy.
s he, to ether with his ticket member J trod a thin wire
stru in deliberately inoffensive path between t e rival
forces two r it: ill the par t y • The platform endorsed non-int r-
1
Ibid., Letter from vi.
November I, 1 60, vol. 4.
hite t C r I e s Ila s o n 0
Janu
bid., Lett r rom John °
1 0, voL 3.
'J
JR s e n b r to. cit., p. 1
r t c rl o
on of
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e federal government in state affairs, as well
popular sovereignty. It avoid endorsement
1Buchanan. Mason, writing campaign material for Dod e,
lel have become t aware of t delicate position
cupie his party in Iowa. At the same time, he had
tted himself publicly in the campa n to a conciliatory
sture t owa r d s t South. Per s b e l d e v Lng that se of
t rn extraction were as dominant in Iowa fairs as t y
been in 1850,2 he may have felt this was a sound political
well as moral course. In any event, once thus publicly
mmitted, alliance with abolitionists became more untenable
~h8n ever for Mason.
Masonls troubles after leaving the paeent office in
m~d-1857 were more than political.
reduced activity after leaving t
rhaps tr gered by his
office, Mason seems to
have entered into a prolonged period of severe emotional
d e p r e s s Lo n, In cryptic entries in his diary running from
late-ISS7 trough 1860, he records feelings of self-pity
and great despondency. His r1e£ at the loss of two young
ughters in an epidemic in 1 52 was never far from his mind,
and became hei htened during this period with increasingly
frequent references to their tragic earl death. He felt
lIb' 's •
. lO., p. 195 •
2 The shift in sectional ori in of Iowa residents r
Southern to Northern and immi rant b tween 1 4 and 1860 wa
strikin. In 1854, the pppulation stood at 32 ,0 0 wit
a u t 1'[. of the PJpulation co in frmm the e South,
Ohio, a old Northwe t Territory; horeas by 18 0, 74,913
peopl lived in Iowa with most b th ne opul tion comi
from th northeast rn part of the country. (bid., P • 13-25).
argic and unable to muster enthusiasm for
60
1
s 1110rk --
arently astra
asian he noted in
first in this active manls career,
s diary that he had called off a
On one
ing engagement after drinking too much brandy in an
t to douse his depression. 2 Such self-indulgence was
only out of character for the disciplined Mason, but
alated his strong belief in temperance. On Ju 1 y 4, 1859,
recorded, HThe wh o I.e wo r Ld is celebrating the 4th of July.
have taken little part in it lm ; on !"larch 19, I am heartily
red of this mode of 1ife ll ; and on June 25, 1860, HCannons
ay e been thundering in the park, eXUlting over the
nomination (for president) of either Douglas or Breckinridge.
1c) I did not take the pains to enquire which. I have
en a long walk snd am alone at home. 3
What were the causes of this pronounced depression
and uncharacteristic self-pity? For one thing, after mid-1857,
son was out of overnment service and in a rather unsettled
vocational situation. Well-trained in a number of fields, he
no attractive job awaiting him upon leaving the patent
office and often com~laine of not finding enough to keep
himself productively occupied. e fact t he left the
patent office under fire also seems to have disturbed him,
althou h he could certiinly have re-assured himself with the
knowled e that the pressure brought on 1m to resi n did not
1
H Hs S 0 11 a per s , HOp. c Lt ; , D i r y, J a n u a r y 25, 1 58, v o l ; 6 •
2 "Ibid., Cl
"J I Ld ,
pte ber 11, 1 5
se from any question ei r as to his 1
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ications for
performance in patent office. With s departure
e office, Mason was cut off from the federal gov-
nt a new advances in t national Democratic structure.
the crumblin fortunes of the Iowa Democracy to
had tied his career, Mason could easily seen
y a dead-end for any hopes of future
e Buchanan accepted his resignation.
bIle service
On top of these
coura in realizations, Mason only to look around him
see th success some of his earlier associ8.tes had come to
erience. James Grimes been elected Governor of Iowa in
lfii54 , and John C. B'r e c k Lrrr tdcg e , formerly a member of the
bar when Mason was Chief Justice,l waS Bue nan's
Vice-President. Given his own early and propitious be-
ginnings in Hei'! Yo and Iowa, Mason would have been an
unusual man indeed not to feel a certain measure of dis-
appointment or even jealousy at the success of his former
collea ues and subalterns. To his credit, Mason isplayed
little of t latter feeling even in the confi ence of his
diary And he attempted to combat the ormer by gettin
mself active once again. HOBev r, no until t e holocaust
t Civil ar rupted dl Mason seem to break out his
let r ie depros ion and g t cau ht up in the momentous
event transpiring around
IIbid
Lrn,
period emotional stress
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son experienced
en 1857 and o may account for his political inertia
not attempting either to salvage something from the
ec the Iowa Democracy in 1860 or to enter a influence
policies of the aScendant Republican Party. Correspondi 1y
depression which infected the Democracy after Dod e's
efent b G' 1· K·· 1 ,1....,amue.· ~J.r.:C'VlOOCl 1.11 1859 may have affected Mason
rsonal1y making his problem more acute.
The peri bet'Vleen 1856 and 1860 brought Mason
e1ig10u8 as well as emotional uncertainty. Although it
as not until 1864 t he was baptized and made a communicant
of the piscopal Church,2 Mason expressed both his religious
convictions and misgivings in 1856 0 many of his age,
son as a rationalist possessed of a religion best des-
cribe as deistic; he believed in ., . ~.. ,; . r..... j 3a k1na ana 10v1ng GOO
who gave men their reason and expected them to overn their
own affairs by us of it. Since reason .wa s ,'1 central feature
of Mason's theolo y, he was critical of theolo ians and
church doctrines ich operated in disre ard of historical
or scientifically deduced fact. us Mason in 1856 could
not accept Christianity because of serious doubts he
IE Hard
• Co.,
a rid Sketches of
nes:
2[bidk, December 14, 1 5 • vol. b6
3 ;:;Ibid., March 2, 1850.
tained about its historical 1acnuracy.
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He appreciated
impressive pageentry of the Roman Catholic worship
ice, but concluded t t it was "well calculated to strike
ima nation of the ignorant but ••• not a religion to
isfy an investl ating and inquisitive people." (In light
s comment, it is perhaps ironic that he should finally
e chosen to be baptized in another church whose ceremony
tained much litu y and pagaentry.) Mason could not
ing imself to bel:f.eve in the divine inspiration of the Old
New Testaments;2 yet professed the hope that HI
full belief in the existence of such a being as the Great
ther who has created this beautiful world. o 3 He like-
\'1i8e could not believe that man wa s possessed of a divine
spirit; but, with the optimism in mortal prospects B red by
ffersonians and Jacksonians, neither could he believe man
11 "1 4was natura' y ev~.
However much his rationalism militated against the
church, Mason felt attracted to institutional religion and
re retted his remoteness from orthodox Christianity.
he frequently attended c reh and made serious efforts to
reconcile his reationa1ism with religious doctrine. He
Thus
especially enjoyed hearing talks by theologians or others a
attempted to place Biblical events in the context of modern
1 Lb I ,
-.. lC., December
December
1:, 1856.
1856.
3 Ibid., D cember 30, 1856.
[!
b i • J y II, 156.
1
ence. He resented t
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se whet caught up in religious
ma, stood obstinatelY in t path of reason. 2 Given these
lings and his depression in the late-1850 t s , it is not
ar why Mason postponed until 1864 joining a c rch as a
ized member. Even in 1864 he seems to have felt an
orthiness almost akin to gUilt in making t move:
r
I have take a very important step today •••
I feel an unworthiness and hope
if I have done wrong I shall forgiven. 3
s his age and long-standing association with me rs of
church induced him to take a step he so long avoided.
n any event, the convictions and reservations he aired
about his s itual life during the 1850's doubtless reflect
e of the forces at wo r k in his later ~(conversion."
While Mason confronted his personal crises, the nation
slid onwards toward civil war. As late as September, 1860,
Mason ex ected the Presidential contest to resolve itself in
Douglas· favor, with the Democrat defeatin his opponent
raham Lincoln even more handily than Buchanan beaten
Fremont in 1856. This prognostication t as incorrect as were
a number of Masonls other political forecasts, seemin ly
ignored divisions within t e Demooratic Party nationally and
locally while oVer stimating the intensity of ~pular cone rn
for reservin Reality bec me p infull cl ar to
January 17, 1858.
')
,clbicL, November 18,1 0
No v e rn be r v 1.
on by October 11~ n he learned Pennsylvania
5
cast
preference for Lincoln gone decisively against the
ervative. Said Ha s o n ;
I
days of the ion are t t by
many to be ered. The election of
Lincoln is pretty certain now and
t will come next time will s
By November 13, Mason felt fairly certain t t at least
e states would shortly secede fro the union and that
reat prudence will be needed to prevent more from accompanying
them. 2 Based on conversations with Sout rners~ he had begun
a suspect t the secession movement was as much prompted
by a Southern belief that the states would be better off
outside the union as by any sufficient political grounds for
complaint. 3 Despite this Southern 0 portunism, and despite
his own Jacksonian concern for national unity, son made
clear very early his oppositio to coercive methods for pre-
ventin . 4secess~on. robably this opposition stemmed from
sonls 10n -st nding conviction that the national dif erances
were bred of misunderstanding and obstinacy and coul be
remedied by reasonable efforts at conciliation through com-
promise. After coming to side with the Southerners against
abolitionist fanatics , he would have found it difficult
ITbid October II. 1860, vol. 46.
-'- ..... , "
2 I b i d . " November 13, 1860.
November 28, 1 o,
cember 7, 136 •
n for cause of union, to join abolitionists in
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arcing national unity on the South. Very soon, on
ember 20, 60, his position would be tried by fire, as
h Carolina, home of the fire-eati Cal TI, seceded
m the nion.
C III
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MCING DISASTER
South Carolina's secession from the Union was not
110wed immediately bloodshed. However, it did preci-
tate the secession of six other states in the deep South:
siss i, Florida, Alabama, Georgia, Louisiana,
as. On February 4, 1861, delegates six of the
uthern states met in Mon mery, Alabama to set up a new
national government styled the Confederate States of America .. l
ter Texas approved by referendum an ordinance of secession,
1"1:s delegation joined the assembly in Hontgomery ..
The avowed intent of the moderate confederate leaders
emerging from the Montgomery Congress was to engage in
aceful diplomatic relations with the United States .. Thus
Jefferson Davis of Mississippi, the provisional President of
the C.S.A., delegated three agents, And Roman (Louisiana),
Martin Crawford (Georgia). and John Forsyth (Alabama) to
represent the Confederacy in Washington. 2 Such plans, if
they were ever capable of beari frUit, came to na ht by
April of 1861 after the Confederates decided to force
issue of their independence by shelling Union-occupied Fort
s ter located in Charleston Harbor in South Carolina. To
be sure, ort Moultrie, also in Charleston Harbor, as well as
federal supply ships destined for the forts, had been shelled
I C
of Chica 0
a r Le s P • Roland,
rc,ss, 1960), p.
(Chicago: Univ rsity
2 I' , 1D:10., p. 28.
Dec er 11 ouary of 1860 a 1861.
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But the attack on
ter was the first act of belligerency performed against
United States after Lincoln, target of Sout rn opposition,
ok office on March 4, 1861. The shelling of SOmber, thou
uably necessary for the credibility of Southern claims of
ndependence, clearly gave President Lincoln a justification
r issuing a call to the nation's governors for 75,000 troops
maintain federal authority in the seceded states. This
all, in turn, induced the previously anti-secessionist states
Virginia, Arkansas, Tennessee, and North Carolina to
join the states of the deep South in withdrawi
Union by early June of 1861.
from the
But the shelling of Fort Sumter did even more t n
precipitate a Presidential ~lar message t forced four added
states to s cede. It also arou~sed widespread indignation
t oughout the North against the presuraptuousness of a people
s I11n a fort protected by the U.S. flag. The reaction 1n
ICJ\'la resembled t t in other parts of the North, as volunteers
floc cd to the standard held aloft by staunchly anti-seces-
sionist Governor Samuel irkwood. 1 A remarkable de ree a bi~
partisan support rooted Lincolnus cal1-u in the wake of the
Can ederate attack. Senator Stephen o. Dou las, in 1
Lineol 's chi f Democratic rival for the resid ney, be an
stumpin th country in an ustin ea ai n romotin t
Union w r ffo t--a camp i n hieh ended anI it au
de t in i ,orl· 21 u D • ou la I remarka Ie of ort n e r a t
r a Y ,
(N Yo r
the
2 1 iel.,
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en reater upport for Lincolnts proposed course of actibn
Ln s t; th So tho In its wake, even Congressman Clement
11a igham, later to distinguish himself as the storm-
r of Nidwest rn ppe ead opposition to the Union" war
fort, voted for a war appropriation to protect and defend
Federal Government. 1
In contrast, Mason eontinu even after Sumter, to
eery war and denounce the radicals of both South and North
se obstinance forced secession in the first place. In
his, Mason differed but little from the position taken by
resi ent James Buchanan in the ~st s 0,\;7Y days of ad-
ministration in early 1861. Bue nan, while revili seces-
sion as a wrongful and unjustifiable act by a state, none-
theless aeknoled ed that the Union could not be preserved
force, since to do so would be to violate the s it of the
Constitution and to precipitate a bloody fratricidal war. 2
All the same, Huc nan recognized the r ht of a nation to
defend its outposts and correspond in ly ordered Major Robert
Anderson, in command at Forts Moultrie and Sumter to hold
possession oft orts (against Southern agresslon) ••• to
the last trend t 3 Mason indicated he would have abandoned
ort Sumter had the decision been his to make i
1 Ll . , 60D10., p. ,~
!
early 1861;"+
2 J • G. Rand 11 and David
truction (2d cd., Boston: p.145.
146.
4"Char1es l,jjason Papers, (NSS in IO~'Ia
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r c 11 11,
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s u ma b l y on assumption that compromise \,1aS still
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saible and a crisis over control of Fort Sumter could only
anger fur r the nee of such a compromise. None-
less, Mason like Buchanan recogni~ed the ne for a
tion to defend itself if attacked; though beyond this
Ld not go.
Mason's seeming pacifism in the earliest days of the
wa~ seems to have arisen partly from the conviction that the
only constitutional national union was a v
-----"-'
one. lIe
likewise felt that hostilities unnecessarily arose from
irresponsible extremism by abolitionist and Sout rn fire-eater
Although after the first battle of Bull Run in 1861,
Mason did tender his services to the Union cause, each of
these factors took on new dimensions as the wat progressed
lng of son a more ardent opponent of Lincoln's war
policy year by year. Thus, though his cksonian conscience
made Mason a Unionist, his growing osition to those
directin the war effort led him from his concern for
restored national union and t s reunion through peaceful
-~-----
means or not at all. In thiS, Mason differed with many of , ,n1S
fellow Democrats o grew increasingly reconciled to the
need for forcing re-unification of North and South, and
iff red with Republicans larg ly as to the measures
'f h t 'h i f f t' 2approprlate ~or aC~1evlng sue reunl1calon.
lLetter from Charles Mason to Geor e H. Yowell of
November 4, 1 61, in Geor e H. Yewell, Reminiscences of
CrIes Mason", Annals of Iowa, V, No.3 (1901), 174.
itnesB Democratic residenti 1 candidate eor e
McClell nUs determine assertion in the 18 4 cam ai n that
his not t e party n defeati m but that it was for
wLn n i n t e r , Only III c e ma n c Lp t t o n a
war! obj ctiv or him. rank~. Klement,
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But in the latter half of 1861, many Midwestern
crats moved toward the pro-peace position defended by
on. A variety of factors tarnished the glitter of pro-
fervor that arose in the wake of the Fort Sumter engage-
nt and the first battle of Bull Run in July,1861. The
rrill Tariff Act and amendment of February and August, 1861,
mposed heavy burdens on the Midwestern agricultural community
nd seemed tailor-made for the benefit of New England merchants
nd manufacturers. In like fashion, the closing of the
ssissippi and corresponding increase in railroad and shipping
ees by Eastern capitalists put severe strains on Midwestern
commerce, forcing many businesses and farmers to shut down
cpe r e t.t o n a , Traditional Western suspicions of Eastern capital
which traced back beyond the days of Andrew Jackson were thus
heightened by the war and certain sectionally discriminatory
acts of Congress.
But beyond economic factors, political considerations
played their part in gradually souring large segments of Mid-
western voters on the war effort. Lincoln's suspension of
the writ of Habeas Corpus on July 4, 1861, together with
unauthorized government expenditures and increases in the
regular army, aroused Citizens who realized such constitutional
deviations set dangerous precedents. Just how dangerous
arbitrary suspensions of constitutional rights could be grew
more evident to many in the following months and years. To
in the
1960),
Middle West (Chicago: University of Chicago Press
p. 228.
1
Lb t d ; , p , 7ff
d fuel to
central nor
is fire of discord, many residents
rn states perceived the war, as did
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the
son, as
arge1y a New Engla abil:i.tionist uabble with stiff~necked
outhern slaveowners. <::' •.... ~nce many esterners roots
the South,1 such a contest would find many in the
posing any war fought merely for abolitionist purposes.
John C. Fremont, military governor of Missouri, threatened
to liberate all slaves owned within is jurisdiction in 1861,
such anti- rthern sentiments the opportunity to erminate.
It would be la~e 1862, however, before t national
ministration would fertilize this plant of dissension further
by issuing a preliminary proclamation of emancipation. But
possibly most ag ravating of all to many Democrats was the
rank partisanship shown by Republican legislatures and
executives in making appointments and drafting le islation. 2
All these factors were beginning to agitate Mid-
western voters by mid-IB61 n Charles Mason was given the
Democratic nomination for Governor of Iowa. Nominated un-
animously at two separate conventionsin July, Mason would have
appeared to be in a good position to exploit dosenc ntment
with the war against his Republican adversary, Samuel Kir 00 e
Sever 1 hidden obstacles, howe v e r, lurked in the b a c ground to
prevent thi from occuring. First of all, as the holdin of
1G· . t
. ray, cp. Cl., • 23 •
')~Klement, op. cit., PP. 23-24.
t.wo conventions
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gests, dissension within the Democratic
Party continued to p ue e state Democracy in 1861 0 The
first convention was labelled ':'Mahony Convention~,l, named
after the controversial anti-abolitionist editor ~f the
Dubuque Herald, D. A. o ny who h to do '(lith
es ning t state platform. A second convention was
called to de-stl tize the party platform and slate, separating
it from Mahony who had already been tarred in Iowa as a
secessionist. Thus Democrats hoped to secure greater accord
among party regUlars the second convention. Compounding the
problem of disunity within the party was the emergence of a
Union Party movement in Iowa in 1861. This movement was in
many places the favorite child of Republican governors, used
to strengthen partisan support under the banner of bipartisan
patriotism and national unity.2 Iowals 1861 Union rty,
however, seems to have been as much i luenced by Democrats
as by Republicans. This fact may be explained by the wide-
spre popularity of Republican politicians and policies in
Iowa after 1856, makin it necessary for Democrats, rather
t n Republicans to innovate new strategies and party
structures to stay afloat. Unfortunately for Maeon, this
meant that the Democrats were sharply split tween conservatives,
who favor d Masonls candidacy, and moderates or radicals, wh
leaned towards maming a Union Party ubernatorial candidate.
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man nominated to serve as Mason's r~nning mate,
illiam Merritt, Union arty sympathies and
refuse t.o r u.n on t 1)e~moc~nt4 tic"1 t 'tJ: "J 1!" ,. u' , 1. <J.' .t. C <: e w~ ~:1 i'la son 0 -
In additicn to divisions within his party, Mason
faced stiff opposition from~pular incumbent Governor
Kirkwood as well as from a hostile press. Kd r kwo od , an
ef ective stump orator, vanquished Augustus Ca2esar Dod e
in 18 9, and sufficiently intimidated the Democrats in 1861
that friends of Mason actively argued a ainst Mason under-
taking a speaking tour of the state. 2 Since been
in aehin ton for a significant portion of the decade pro-
ceding 1861, Mason would be deprived through this advise
of one of the key public rec nition-buildi methods he
needed for success in his c gn. All the same, he con-
sidored himself an unspectacular orator, and expected the
worst i am a verbal duel with Kiukwood so refused
..,
woo invitation to debate in S~ptember, 1861. J
ir -
The Republican press also made the politic 1 water
hot for son.
!
Accusing him of being a secessionist,~ the
opposition aIle ed that Mason rej6iccd in the Union defe t
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at 1 Run, and c I a in light of Mason's
:::=:..::.,,_h decision of 1839, could not in good faith defend
er Taney's controversial Dred Scott ruling. l In a
sense, these allegations were not 11y unfounded. Hasan
in fact had opposed the Dred Scott decision when first
written, since it Has premised on Herrors (wh Lc h I are the
very matters on ich Southern vocates of slavery ex-
. 1 ,,2n81.011 re v ;: As for secession, Mason did oppose
secession; though as suggested earlier, he seems to have
opposed even more strongly the utilization of force to
b . 3com at seceSS1.on. Compromise was the only proper method for
reconciliation and re-unification to him. Correspondingly,
at least after t Confederate attacks on Fort Moultrie in
December of 1860, he had shown sympathy for the South in
t e ma r k i ng that The North will see that there is something
real in the case l l and will compromise. 4 Such sentiments,
however, fell short of defending Southern secession. This
he vie ed as wrong. As he concluded, the rumor that he was
a secessionist arose from his advocacy of peace through
"'. ~COmprOf:.llse. ~
lit son a p EO r s ,f~ Let t e r 0 f Jame s Poll a r d to C
Mason 0 ptember 4, 1861, vol. 6.
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Democrat atform on ch Mason ran carried
thin it similar principles. It condemned secession and
stood for re-unification of North and South t au . 1comprom~se.,
Thus the r should be prosecuted to defend the Constitution
and government, but not to subjugate any state or deprive it
of its . t' t ' . 2~ns ~uc~ons. Such arguments were not popular in
Iowa in 1861. Led defections to Union Party of such
Democrats as D. O. Finch, ~~lliam Merritt, William F. Cool-
baugh, and Chester C. Cole, the Democratic Party stood in
such disarray st and September of 1861 that all
Masonvs correspondents throughout Iowa could give him by
way or encouragement was the promise t t, t ugh defeated
that year, he would be in an enviable position within the
Iowa Democracy for future contests. 3 Stung by maligning
criticism, di~couraged by pessimistic reports from allover
Iowa, and under pressure from B group of Union Party Demo-
erats, Mason withdrew from bhe ubernatoria1 race on Septe -
ber 2 , 1 61 to allow his recalcitrant pro-Union running mate,
il1iam rritt to become th candidate of t De mo era t s •
The mov brought only disastrous results. Conservative
Democr t s r e iated I'Ierritt as a H~'Jar Republican n "} and
bema ned the fact that Mason's resignation had come to late
l('r"" aJ • d], . . cit., P. 5 e
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for success 1 designation of an alternate conservative
candidate before the October elect~on.l The fragmented
Democracy thus suffered yet another stunni defeat by the
Republicans in Fall elections.
Mason regretted his decision to withdraw from the
con test a f t e r the a a t wa~d a 2 Chided by political friends
in Iowa, he probably realized too late that in attempting to
give the Democrats a candidate they could all support, he
had merely deprived the conservative Democratic position of
a spokesman. Nonetheless, Masoo·s motives io wit
seem honorable eoough: to sacri5ice the possibility of his
election as governor to the best interests of his beloved
Democratic Party. c t in the c~oss-fire between pro-
ion versus pro-peace Democratic factions in an alre y
Republican state, Mason·s was an impossible position. None-
theless, he showed himself to be something less than a
dynamic or decisive candidate and was not given a leading
position on the Democratic ticket for the duration of the war. 3
One strong factor in s ttering Mason's political
ony
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Letter of Ben Samuels and D. A.
of September 24, 1861, vol. 6.
2S e e Hl1ason Papers,H Diary entries of September 21,
24, 25, and 27, 1861,vol. 47.
3Mason was not re-nominated for governor until 1867.
t u h he received the party·s nomination for a Suprem Court
justiceship in 1863. In this race he was defeated, t ou
by a narrower margin t n the ubernatorial caodi t,
.Ja 5 Tuttle, (John D. Denison. Bisb
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r Democrat c storica A sociation,
aspirations in 1861 was the streng
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of the Re blican Party
or anization. As discussed in Chapter II, this party
through sharp leadership and astute choice of isaues
t
come
to completely dominate state politics in the rema bly
short span of a decade.
measures to retain it.
Once in control t Republicans took
rough such popular leaders as
Samuel Kirkwood and James Grimes, Iowa became among the most
s tro n ly ro-Union states in the North.l Kirkwood reinforced
his p o s Lt.Lo n by distributingipatronage, including military
commissions, only to Republicans or 2sympathetic Democrats.
Even the pro-war Colonel Merritt, Maron's erstwhile running
mate and adversary, was denied a position in the army by
3
Kir wo o d , In control of both houses of the state Ie i8-
lature, the Republicans also passed self-servin
such as the soldier-in-field votin law of 1 61.
Ie islation
Th I s
act all
to vot i
c t e hi hly politicized Union soldiers from Iowa
the field ithout returning to their native state,
thus o idin t e epublicans and abolitionists with a
4
substanti 1 number of voters otherwise not available.
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But the ood £ortunes of t
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Republican arty in
Iowa uring 1861-1862 were not uniformly experienced throu h-
o u t the n a tfon , As 1861 slid into 1862, the Union military
disaster at Bull Run was succeeded by costly and indecisive
military en gements at Shiloh ( ril, 1862), in the eninsular
Camp ign (Ba une, 1862), and in the Seven Da Battle (June
2 -July 1, 1862). en in August, the debacle of the first
Battle a Bull Run was rep1a , with General Pope of the
Army of the otomac ettin the Confederates' abuse as his
predecessor McDowell done in 1861. With Antietam, the
hopes of the North briefly rallied; but General George Mc-
Clellan's failure to follow up on his ntage after the
main battle prevented the encounter from being a decisive
victory for the Union cause. With thousands dead and millions
of dollaes spent, Nort rners began to grow restive of the
on ro s war ana the peace movement ained new life.
B sides the military frustrations of the war effort,
Lincoln' preli inary announcement of the Emancipation Pro-
clamation on September 22, 1862, stirred a hornet's nest of
criticism in seQ-ments of the
'_5 "
the tla r been
c t Ie only as a crusade to enforce national union. Once
th r boca a war for Black em ncipation it bec me totally
di f rent and, to man, utt rly objection e. H t is marc,
on Au ust 8, Secretary of War Stanton issued an ord r author-
iZing the arrest and military trial 0 anyone discoura in
nlistment or perpetratin other disl
1Gra , 0 • cit., 7.
1 practic s.l This
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order paved the way for numerous political arrests of~persons
merely disagreei with the Lincoln administrationls policies.
Dennis Mahony, one of Masonis close political associates in
Iowa and editor of the ghly partisan Dubuque rald, as
Hell as Henry Clay (HDirty Shirt t ' ) Bean, were t.wo victims
of such extra-legal arrests in Iowa duri 1862 and 1863 ..1
ony contended to Mason that the only purpose for his
arrest was to keep him quiet prior to t 1862 election.
when peace candidates were expected to make a strong showing. 2
Since Mahony was released without trial shart1y after the
election was over, his allegation bears a ring of truth.
any was also ri ht about the prospects of peace
candidates in t Fall of 1862. In at least two key Mid-
western states, Illinois and Indiana, Peace Democrats made
ood enou h showings to capture both houses of the Ie 18-
latures of the ttatal. Unfortunately for the Democrats,
the advanta es in these states were negtralized by Republican
overnors nd succeedin events. 3 In Iowa and states of
the upper Midwest, Republicans remained dominant in both
legislative and executive departments even through 1862.
Nonetheles , this was the heyday of Coppe a&ml!, the
denomination given op onents of the r actin from anti-
1 r" L • ,L)lO., P.
c r I s
2
son Papers,!! op, cit., Letter of
son of Au ust 29, 1862, vol. 7.
to
bet
1
3 See co n t son the s t r u
een Republic n ecutive8 nd
e t, op. ct •• pp. 2-66.
Ie in Indiana and
emocratic Ie i
1111n i
tur in
abolition t or pro r o s e principles.
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The movement
gained added mementum ter ncol n I s widely c r t tlcized
Emancipation Proclamation of ry 1, 1863. Clc,ment
Valla fa famous peace oration in Congress on January 14,
and the Union defeats at :Frederic s and Chancel10rsville
in December, 1862 and Hay, 1863 fueled the peac e movement
tlnC'\-J • roposa1s were made for a peace convention in Louis-
ville in late 1861.
and later times were,
But loud though cries for peace at this
c r i e S 1;"1 ere not i n U 11i son nor
were they of the volume of t R.e pu b1 iean demand s for un-
conditional military Victory. Valland:i. , 1;\'11i1e favoring
peacc, opposed armistice and vocated merely peace and
reunification through compromise. l Others favored peace
on virtually any terms the South offered, tough armistice
nnd conference. Hasan advocated continuation of the r
o ort, but only to the e~tent needed for protection of u. ~.
soverei nty initely not ei ther for subjugation a
th South or for elimina ion 0 s Lzav e r y in Sout ern t r-
ritories. Such disagreement amon peace advocat s prevented
t m r m securing t eir objective.
uri
nason devot
the per:tod of OctolH:>:r" 1361 to July, 1
most of his e n e r ias to his patent la'\7 r c t Lc
G nd to , " • ,-' 1, C. o 110 e n iriting letters a no pen.oole arL~C,.C
" 1 i t i '1 n ism a 11d t h Rep u b L i c a 11 ,1 r e ort a a i itia 1
~. eout'
II b 1 1
_ ...... 0 41 ,.
incoln wo u l.d not make an abolitionist
crusade out of the war. n, in early November, 1
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1" he
t leal General C. Fremont been
removed from s post in Missouri by Lincoln for his abolitionist
decrees, son felt t t "It is the first ray of hope that
the' administration is not trying to abolitionize the ~.;rar.lll
A visit Lincoln's secretary of the interiot in late
1861 convinced Mason t at least one member of the
President's official family was opposed to the "emancipa-
t i 011 is t s It and, t is more, t t Lincoln wa s " of the same
mold H • 2 The first clear sign that these expectations were
ill~founded came in ril of 1862 when an act emancipating
slaves in Washington, D. C. passed Congress and received the
President's sl nature. By late September, worst of
Mason's expectations became a reality 11 Lincoln announced
his plan to issue a proclamation emanci ationg slaves in
rebellious territories on January 1, 1863. Hasan's terse
r action as: "The President is out with a proclamation of
-. r- d h-·" 3emanClpatlon, conxounlill •
Lon before this time, however, Mason displayed a
lack of sympathy with rthern military efforts. ter the
Union victories at Forts Henry and Donelson in February of
1861, Mason indicated he could "only regret their n cessit 4
1i1Nason Papers, 0 " cJt D··.1-8~u. November 7. 1861. vol.47.F' L. '-Y. ,
2 Ibid., Dece ber 5, 1861.
3
Ibid., September 23, 1862.
4 1 b i d., February 12, 1862.
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In the wake of the terrible struggle at Shiloh in early 11
o £ 1 8 6 2, Ha son more sympathetic statements r the
defeated Confederate forces. He ~egretted the Confederate
retreat from nearby Corinth, Mississippi, yet felt that "it
is better for m to retreated than to have n
be a ten,r. l Since the Fort Henr art Donelson hiloh
campaigns were all fought before the Emancipation Pro-
clamation was issued, one mhat conclude Mason's ambivalence
to Union military success was based on more than animousity
towards abolitionism; the war did not have abolition as a
declared objective until mid to late 1862. Were Mason's
convictions so strong against forcing national unity that
he eQuId be more sympathetic with Southern military efforts
than with Northern Perhaps. But such a suggestion is
incomplete if not coupled with the fact Mason believed that
if the North vanquished the South force of arms, not only
the r ht to secede but precious individual liberties would
be t 2reby suppressed. Such apocalyptic apprehensions had
both rational foundation and wide acceptance among Mid-
western Democrats of this period. After all, had not the
Republican administration willingly suspended the vital and
Habeas Corpus ri ht as early as 1861 Did not this same
ad ini tration anction hole sal rrests for little more th n
exercise of free ~eech--arrests made in violation of precious
first am ndm nt rights not newspapers been closed down
1 I' , <o l.CJ • ) tla y 31, 1
Nov mbe
'"l
L -6
30, 1 63.
publishers intimidated for voici opposition to
effort or even abolitionism? Such questions as t se
could have easily been raised men sueh as son, \lIho had
expf:~rienced the lash of popular threats and d ogie op-
position by early 1862. Since the curtailment of these
liberties directly paralleled e war effort, Masoo·s aoti-
pathy to Union v tory efore the Emancipation Proclamation
can be better understood. Giving cieci fU'l to the belief
Union victory meant loss of civil liberties, was the
ancient Jeffersonian principle t t individual liberties
accompanied state sovereignty lIe tyranny paralleled
strong federal authority. Since the avoqed purpose of
Lincoln's administration was to restore the Union by voidi
the nullification/states' rights heresy, the Republican
directed military campaign could only mean curtailment of
ividual ri ht to onc like Mason who s possessed
leI rso . 1 Ir.a n s c r u p : e s , Accardi ly, after the battle of
Antieta in September, 1862, Mason recorded in is diary t
oped the rumors of a gr at Union Victory were not true
more fraid of our friends than of our enemi s 2 That
ch statement could be made en the Confederate armies r
ithin ifty lIes of a8hln ton reflect the depth of Mason's
ts v r forms
175~17
letter of Ch rles son to Gear e Yewel1 of
in w leh he eclared, c ntralized
en the pI ce of (the) federal constltuion
overnm t u t nee ssarily be i ri 1 b
it is contraIl 11, op. cit., p.
t c ntr
1 ee the
N't~v c r 2
ov t"l1ment
{l rid t
ason 13 rs, i ry, e t r 1 , 18 2, v
apprehensions. Sf La r Ly ,
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on October 13. of- tl.le. s·a·.m-e"~ . year,
notl·"l l· Il <""~ but IJraise. ~JA_",- A lIe. J. ~ B ~ 1
. 1. - ,-,~ '-' 1.:.... s t us r t S c av a Lr y for its
8 u I f e a t " of completely circumnavi a t f n g HcClellants
army without being cau ht. l And the Union defeat at Fred-
ericksburg 81 ited a cryptic comment by 11ason that, "I
hope we s 11 conclude t this (military coercion) is
not the way to mend a bra n u n f.o nw _2.
The matters thus far d~scussed have dealt largely
with Mason's lukewarm feelings about Union victory before the
Emancipation Proclamation. ter January 1, 1863, the
Proclamation translated the key purpose of the war from
national defense to abolition of slavery--or so it seemed
to Mason and many other Northerners. ter this date, the
old Democrat's opposition to Union military exertions became
even mor strident.
Returnin to Iowa in mid-l8G3, Mason rather courage-
ously went on a speaking our of the state as a candidate for
the st te supreme court. By this time public sentiment, never
arm toward the Copperheads in Iowa, was turning even more
stron 1y against the pro-peace advocates. In Keokuk, Mason
recorded the Democrats were very subdued as the election
approached. This doubtless was at least part I caused by the
arrest in Keokuk earlier in the year of Henry Clay Dean, an
outspoken anti-war Democrat. 3
October 13, 1862.
2 I b i d., Dec mber 15, 1862.
3 I t ' 1
. 1)1(., S ptember 10, 1 63 •
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son nevertheless felt s s eche s went over r e.La y well
and, s relying on the Democrats roved s i in 1862,
anticipat that the e be c t d o i ld 11 1: t,
··.· .a, n8 wou.· go 'V7e .Lor LriS party ..
The contrary occur in 1863 election, in Iowa and in
virtually every other state in the North.
reasons for resurgence of pro-war sentiment in
mid-1863 are s e v era L, A key factor \'7a8 t success of the
Union ar es at Vicksbu a Gettysburg in July .. The
Union Darty movement also assumed new Vitality in a~4i the
Republicans in such key compaigns as t t against leading
Copperhead Clement Vallandigham in his 1863 race for .overnor
of Ohio. l A third force instrumental in shaping Republican
success in the Fall of 1863 was the very partisan 1egis-
lation which eit r gerrymandered hostile anti-war legislators
out of their districts (as was done to Vallandigham in 1862)
or sought to expedite voting of s p etic oups by t-
ever means possible--for example the soldier-in-field
Le islation mentioned earlier. A four factor significantl
hampering Democratic c nces in 1863 was the overt Republican
campaign of censorship a propaganda t sought to stifle
o p p o s I tlon ile coloring hostile c~mpaign forts "Jith the
tincture of treason.
The importance of this fourth factor both in 1863 and
in the presidential election of the foliowia year can r-d 1 y
b ov rstated. As has been seen the Iowa Democrats were de-
prived of one of their leadin spokesmen in 1862 when D. A.
1
-Klement, JO0PI) cit .• Pil 2("/;3>
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l'Iahony of Du e was jailed in Washington le c ign
election took place. In Ohio, se Burnside, bearer
Un i o n defeat at Frederic bu· ta, g, a r r'e s Val1and in
April of 1863 for ing a speech critical of the administra-
tion in violation of a avy-handed, arbitrary order of Burn-
side. ter a legally questionable military trial, t
influential Democrat \113.8 ordered confined to prison for
duration of the war. Lincoln intervened at this point and
commuted t sentence to exile in the Confederacy, a punish-
ment hardly less cruel and far more humiliating t n the
ori inal sentence. Vallandig ultimately escaped to
Canada where he felt obliged to remain until mid-l864 when he
returned to the States. All told, a rather harsh penalty for
affrontin a paranoid generalts extralegal command. But
the ny and Vallandig cases were hardly unusual. After
a handful 0 various1y-motivat emocrats attempte to
e ta li h a natiDnal secret or anization called the ;sons
of Libert 1 ras of largely partisan ex os~s filled
ith anuf ctur d. contradictory, and unreliable evid nee
b n confrontin t e Northern public with alarming tales of
dan ero s con piracies and intrigue mong anti-~'lar r o u ss,
14.c u 11 t -, 1 '\'.~ . ...... s- j to ,-FSons at Lioerty naa Decn CreaLeu .' OL set
th 0 ... ~ f·e t RalJU·~licnn 0 pnizations. as wellor L so· sere "'"- LJ _ U . ~ • s
orts at cooperative action between V l1anoi
ere en r v t v e , anti-war Song H falter \'1
o 1s came app re t. Al 0 the Sons a
uished from the earlier, 1 1 p
ation labelled t ni hts 0 th G
Order a ric n Kni hta (Ibi.,
1
n
c s i
o 1 d b
o r t c a I or
Circl nd
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to protectlcivil liberties and to advance Democratic Party
interests. Accompanying the exposes by officials in Mis-
souri, Indiana, and finally the national government itself,2
many anti-war Democrats were arrested and subjected to mili-
tary trials in 1864. One such Democrat was Lambden P.
Milligan, whose subsequent appeal to the U. S. Supreme Court
led to a landmark decision which, at least theoretically pre-
eluded for all future times the kinds of high-handed "security
measures" taken by the Lincoln administration during the Civil
3
War years.
As the exposes of 1864 prOVided excuse for censuring
administration critics, so also they allowed ample propaganda
for administration supporters who sought to tar war opponents
as traitors. So successful was this device in Illinois and
Indiana that War Secretary Edwin Stanton ordered JUdge
Advocate General Joseph Holt to prepare a similar report
for issuance prior to the 1864 election. The resulting
document, with its depiction of Copperhead secret societies
1
Ibid., pp. 165-166.
2
Ibid" Chapter 6, generally.
3Ex Parte Milligan, 71 U. S. (4 Wall.) 2 (1866),
Holding that the military authorities trying and sentencing
Milligan had no jurisdiction over him as a civilian, the Court
dec 1are d : It Th e Con s tituti 0 n 0 f the Uni ted S tat e sis a 1a w
for rulers and people, equally in war and in peace, and covers
with the shield of its protection all classes of men, at a11
times and under all circumstances. No doctrine involving
more pernicious consequences, was ever invented by the Wit.
of man than that any of its provisions can be suspended dur1ng
any of the great eXigencies of government-" The Court also
declared that suspending Hthe privilege of ewrit of H~b~as
Corpus does not suspend the writ itse1f,H and that a civ111an
court must therefore still act on an accused personls petition.
nature, extensive in membership, and
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revolutionary in c -caete , combined with p ar trust of
L inc <:1J1 r r devi us campal n measures to nd the
Railsplitter a reso tri in 18 Propag G.
efforts of a more posit nature occured within the armed
forces, v7he r e a litionism and pro-Union sentiments were
:i.ngr ine into t
To of set t e thoro ing censuring and propag
cmmpaign of the Republicans, the Democrats attempted a variety
of measures, As s este , they unsuccess£ 1ly soug t to
form a national secret or anization for information dis-
emination and propaganda pur oses. Samuel T~l' • B. Horse,
inventor of the tele raph and old friarid of Mason, founded a
IiSociety for iffusion of olitical Knovfu&dge
"
in ebruary
o 1 3. The objective of is or anization was to circulate
o~ cae anti-abolitioni t articles written Ie in
ocrtlts, ith an eye toward turning public sentiment to
vanta of t h a t; part The organization continued a
cratic rope andn tool after the war nd was serv
in tel 70·s b
r 58 to t
Mason who acted as i~q secretar 2 1'-1 a 5 on II
u 1iea ion, ow e v e r , p e s the most e:l::lEctive propaganda
evic tIl nti....:. ini tration fore 5 possesse c rom
th ~ . t r a . s t C A ~ d 1'.. 0 1 4 r<:> f', v' f1 t C'.. t Cl c tic s f 0 11 OIHO, d b Y1 l~L ry arrCD c» eIL"l,' .L....,- .. ~._ ~
acl ini t r a t Lo n t s t h ern s 1\/e5 0 sue 11 a r r s t s
ent, op. 15.
c r1
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obvious stifled t arrested person. the heav
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nd e d
character of the arrests often spa louder "lords in
turning people against administration. So great wa s
Lincoln's concern about t s 'ill-,cdll that sed General
Burnside, Vall i i persecutor, out of action in Ohio
before the 1864 !lection.
Nason seems to Heathered t fntr ues and
political canards of 1863 with relatively little incident.
In November he returned to Washington, D. C. Depressed b
the war-time propperity and jo ul anticipation of Southern
defeat displa here, Hason sourly criticized the Hfanatics'v
running the overnment for holding out for a victory rat r
than offering enerous terms to the Confederates. l He stated,
Much as 1 desire peace, I do not desire
it at the cost of t annihilation or
subjugation of Southern people. I
hope the Hill be able to sustain
themselves till fair reasonable terms
can be reached by m.
He conclude that the alternative would be tri of the
fanatics and Hoverthrmv of Ld.b e r t Le s v , ain one detects
t t the states' riphts/individual liberties correlation0,
dominated Mason's thinking. Probably through deep resentm t
at seeing his beloved political party bloodied, he be an
s \-li an almost irrational animosity towards the admin~
istration's war effort in early 1864. the end of 1 63,
he had resolved for himself t t hefavored southern triumph
over the Northern i
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is was his first such outri t
rlE'c.laration of support for ·S.ou··t.l'e.·~n vf.··ct.~o.r··y·.. 1J"
u "'.. -'-J:1. S rea son s for
crossing into this new polit are enlightening.
First and foremost was his belief that suppression of
South would bring loss of civil liberties and a military
dietatorship ch would to be dislodged by bloody
revolution. 2 Only ~n he concl ed, would people
appreciate their liberties for which they had previously
sacrificed nothing. Second, he perpetuated Buchanants a ument
that a state should not secede, but that it could not be
forced to remain in the Union if its people desired a er-
, 3
wJ.se. ird, Mason was appalled by Lincoln·s friendliness
t ow a r d s Blacks L~in Washington and felt that this was but an
unseemly indication of the administration's abolitionist
biases. Finally Mason considered and rejected t idea that
his opposition to the war was based on partisan grounds, feelin
instead that it came from simple ind! nation at the unjust and
inhumane excesses recipitated by the These reasons
iven by 11a80n for favoring Sou rn victory reveal his
rowin concern for civil liberties and indling concern over
th fine constitutional distinction of whether a state can
be forced to remain in the Union.
lIbid., December 28, 1863.
But the irrationality of
2 I b i d . , December
December
20,
28,
1863.
1863.
January 3. 186,';.
51' . ,
,1)1.0., 31, 1 f4.
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Mason's position must also be noted. First, he seemed to
fail to pB~ceive t t constitutional liber es would be
reatly impaired if states comp.ri.s 4ng the n·~t·· I'd
-'- t:... .. 0. • ~on cou 0. •ecamp
from the Union at will. A recognition ri t of
secession wo u Ld th (l) the U. S. Constitution and
Bill of Ri s subordinate to sta~es' discretion, under-
mining the inte rity of the Constitution. and (2) allow the
states to suspend totally 0 eration of t Bill of Ri s
ithin their territories secession from the nation to
which the Constitution applied. The second dan er would
not have been so great in Mason's day when the Bill of i hts
wa s not yet enforceable against the states. l Nonet less,
the healt restraining influence of a federal Bill of Rights
would be eliminated from the states' Ie 1 system, making
civil rights less secure thereafter.
80n's loss of perspective also became evident in
c comments as 0 e ma de in ril of 1864, when he ex-
pre s wish th Ge reB. McClellan had over rown Lincoln's
overnment in 1 62 while he still had command of t Army of
2tomsc. Revolution was to him preferable to r t.h e r n
. 1 . , . 31 leary vlctory. Ho v a military t
V ili
Su-
ederal
ere i!l=-
rene Court
states t ron h tlI
th
i h s to th
E; by '\-1 i C
IC ie Justice John rshall riting or the U. S.
pr me Court early ruled that the Bill of i hts
t nued bv themsel e only to restrain the acts of tIl
overnmc~t vi e vis individuals· civil liberties.
or nel C t Council Baltimore, 32 U. S. (7
Only t rou application 0 the !Durteenth
due orocess clause has the S~pr me Court since
e. . .'.... .. '. .. .. t t.c .... ', .... .c: t'l,) n .r:: i r t-ar ua Ll app! ied varlOUS sec 10nS C.L i.I- ~~ - - ~
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Constitutional government or protect civil liberties is not
explained; just as the severing of an arm to save a thumb
has never been applauded as the prescription of an astute
physician. Mason hoped against hope that Lincoln would
be displaced as 1864 Republican candidate by "hook or by
crookf , • 1 He even suggested that had his wealth been in
the form of gold he would leave the country were Lincoln
re-elected. Not untU the sixteenth president's assassination
in April, 1865 would Mason indicate any recognition that
Lincoln was actually a restraining influence on the Radical
Republicans rather than a puppet of their machinations. In
1864, he felt Lincoln's administration was an uempire in
2
embryo". To counterac t 1 i ve birth of this embryo, Mason
even hoped for European intervention on behalf of the South
to terminate the war. 3 He looked for this event after such
a prospect had long since vanished;4 but Mason's desperation
can be detected in this altogether futi~hope. Equally des-
lIbid., June 5, 1864.
2Ibid, October 2, 1864.
3Ibide, July 31, 1864; January 8, 1865.
4The failure of Confederate efforts to win British or
Freneh military assistance had become quite apparent to the
Confederate government envoys by the Fall of 1864, when the
military setbacks of 1864 (especially at Vicksburg and Gettys-
burg in July) had convinced British Prime Minister Lord Pa1mer-
ston that such intervention was not expedient. Since the
French conditioned their involvement on British intervention t
this decision by Palmerston effectively destroyed Southern
hopes for European aid. Rolarrl~ Ope c Lt , , pp. 123-124.
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perate was Mason's observation as late as July 31, 1864 that
hpes of defeating the South had always been regarded as
"chimerical" by him.l When the hippe became less "chimericalll
in early 1865, Mason gritted his teeth and grimly wished the
North would be driven from the South to 'tet justice be done
though the heavens fa11 u • 2
ObViously, Mason's emotion-charged diary entries de-
monstrate a purpose which, if actively advocated from a
conspicuous position in public, could have led to his arrest
for disloyalty or treason. The fact he conducted a secret
correspondence with Confederates in Richmond while Grant was
attempting to capture that ci t y3 would hardly have served to
absolve him of disloyalty charges. But if his imprhdent views
were not aired publicly, it was not for lack of opportunity.
In April of 1864, Mason was chosen President of the Washington,
D. C. Democratic Association. 4 In May he became a member
of the National Democratic Association, and in July he was
named to the Executive Committee of the Na.tional Associa.tion. S
These organizations seem to have been primarily involved
during the wa.r witb disseminating DemoeraticL and pro-peace
laMa son Pap e r s ". 0 p. cit Of Di a r y, J u 1y 31, 1 8 64, vol. 47.
2 I b i d., February 19, 1865.
3 I b i d., Diary entry, April 12, 1864.
4 I b i d., April 10, 1864.
SIIMason Pa.p e r s j " Ope cit .. Letter of D. A. Mahony to
Charles Mason of July 5, 1864 refers to thiS appointment. vol. 10.
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viewpoints through newspapers and other publications. l
The groups also seem to have been influential in securing
political patronage for the party faithfuL, as the great number
of suppliants' letters Mason received during Johnson's
presidency attest. In these official capacities, Mason could
have made himself a nuisance to the Republicans had he chosen
to advocate the extreme ideas confided to his diary during
this period. Instead, Mason seems to have taken a more
temperate course publicly. He moderately urged a complete and
unqualified post-war amnesty and full restoration under the
2
old constitution until it could be duly amended. However,
unrealistic this desire may have been in light of prevailing
publ ic at ti tudes in the North, it was more marked by con-
ciliatory than by anti-Northern sentiments. Mason had mis-
givings about McClellan's candidacy in 1864; but, though
McClellan in effect repudiated the pro-peace platform, Mason
Ultimately opted for him as against the "despotic" Lincoln.
Mason had come at least privately to an extreme, almost
irrational antipathy for the Republican war effort by 1864.
This animosity focused around President Lincoln, who was
seen as the inspiration for the "fanatical" pursuit of total
victory and abolition of slavery. Partly caused by fundamental
ideological differences with administration poliCY, partly
caused by frustration at his own inability tc{substantially
IReference to such activities was made in the Executive
Commit tee ~iinut e Boo k , II Ma son Pap e r s , Il 0 p , cit q v 0 I. 5 2 .
2ltMason Papers," Diary, December 31, 1863, vol. 47.
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affect the events transpiring around him, Mason sank into a
state of at least private negativism and desp.ltts. However,
de1Pite his sense of alienation, he can be credited with looking
ahead and beginning to frame his relatively enlightened
attitude towards postwa~ reconstruction while the war was still
in progress. In harmony with his longstanding theme of
conciliation and compromise, h~oped that the war would be
quickly ended with reunification bringing restoration of
rights to the rebels and reconciliation between the anta-
. t Igon18 s.
Masonls extremism during 1864-1865 must be viewed in
light of the national events during that period. Suppressi@n
of Democrats, election frauds, first dwindling then rising
military fortunes of the Onion army in Georgia and outside
Richmond, all made these gloomy days for a career Democrat like
Mason. Although the chances of the McClellan-Pend~ ton Demo-
cratic ticket in 1874 had looked bright at the AURult con-
vention, timely Northern victories at Atlanta, Mobile Ba~,
and in the Shenandoah Valley, put Lincoln in a choice position
before the election. War-time prosperity, though marked by
inflation, likewise favored the incumbent, When McClellan
repudiated the Vallindigham peace plank of the 1874 Democratic
platform he precipitated a large scale migration of con-
se~vatives from the party and put himself in a most un-
favorable spot for the November election. 2
lIbid. t January 1S t 1865.
2GraYt op. cit. t ~p. 200-201.
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After November, 1864, Southern hopes of a lavorable
peace van4shed and the days until surrender became numbered.
As the inevitable became more evident in early l86s, Mason
sympathized with the Southerners, uwhose only fault is that
they were born in the South and imbibed the feelings and
notions that education and circumstance rendered inevitable".l
When the end of the fratricidal combat drew still closer,
Mason exhibited just how far he had been driven by the
complex and frustrating events of the past four years.
Invoking the shade of John 6. Calhoun, nemisis of Masonts
youthful hero General Jackson, Mason dreaded with~e South
Carolinian that,
left to ourselves we shall rust
into the tyranny of an uncontrolled
numerical majority which will be just
~; ~n::~~r::~:o~~2that of an aristocracy
Thus had the one-time advocate of populism, democracy, and
nationalism, been driven to the elitest disunionism of Calhoun
by partisanship and nationalistic extremism.
In summary, although he cherished union and felt that
a nation must defend itself when attacked. Mason came to
view the war effort not as a defensive war but as a war of
subju~tion aimed ultimately at the twin undesirable goals
of tyranny and abolition. The fact that the civil War was
directed by the opposition party contributed greatly to this
a arated viewpoint, both in fact and fancy. Accordingly
Mason was led to an extremism of his own; indiscriminately
lashing out at Union victory and Republican oppression alike.
Vol.
1 II Ma 8 0 n P p '" r II • t D . F b 10 6 .ae S , ope C1.t 1ary,. eruary ..• , 185,
4~.
Lb i d .. MArch 26. 1865.
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W~thin a month, the war was over and the target of so
malh of Mason's venom had likewise become the tragic target
of an assassin's bullet, A new phase of themtion's
history commenced. Like the great historical struggles that
Mason had witnessed during the Jacksonian, pre-Civil War, and
Civil War periods; this new era." the Reconstruction Period
would bring great debates and vast power struggles--and would
call for Charles Mason once again to lend his services to
the cause of the Democracy.
CHAPTER\lV.
RECONSTR UCTION AND THE EROSIj!)N OF PARTY LINES.
Before hisassa8sination, Lineolnhad been Eorced to
pioneer the treacherous wilderness of post-war Reconstruction
policy which later provided the battleground for national
constitutional confrontations. With the capture of New
Orleans in ipril of 1862, the sixteenth preSident was called
upon to devise a policy for re-unification of the seceded
state of Louisiana with the Union. Choosing to procrastinate,
he deferred to General Benjamin Butler's early idea of granting
general amnesty to rebels who took an oath of allegiance to
the U. S. government. l The oath-takers were then allowed
to vote for Congressional representatives, making Louisiana
the only Deep South state to be represented in Congress
during the Civil War.
It was not until late 1863 that Lincoln articulated
his own policy towards Reconstruction. Here, though not
going as far as Butler in Branting amnesty, Lincoln showed
an attitude of reconciliation later immortalized in his
phrase "with malice towards none, with charity for all". Under
Under Lincoln's plan a
a Procbmatlon of December 8, 1863, Lincoln declared a general
amnesty extending to all taking an oath of allegiance to
support the U. S. Constitution, with certain classes of
persons, notably confederate officers above the rank of
colonel and civil officials of the C.S.A., being excluded
from the scope of the amnesty.
government duly chosen by oath-takers constituting ten
IJohn Hope Franklin, Reconstruction; A£teir the Civil
War (Chic : University of Chicago Press, 1961), p. l~.
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100
percent of the votes cast in the 1860 presidential election
for that state, would be entitled to presidential recognition.
All states but Virginia, which already had a recognized
ltgovernment in exile" in Alexandria, were covered by the
1Proclamation. To underscore the leniency of these pro-
visions, Lincoln rapidly began grabting executive pardons
even to those persons expected from the general amnesty of
the Proclamation. Together with other aspects of the Lincoln
program, Johnson after the war incopporated Lincoln's liber-
ality in granting pardons into his policy towards reconstruction--
to the chagrin of many Radical Republicans in Congress.
But while Johnson adopted aspects of Lincoln's
Reconstruction program, Congress had earlier expressed its
opposition to any generous Reconstruction policy. Refusing
to seat representatives chosen from "Lincoln states 't 2 ,
criticism was first formally aired to Lincoln's policy in the
Wade-Davis Bill of July, 1864. This measure, pocket-vetoed
by the Presdient, would bave required a majority of enrolled
White males to take an "iron-clad" oath of allegiance before
lrbe government in Alexandria which was beaded by
Governor Francis H. Pierpont, was considered vested of suf-
ficient authority by the Lincoln administration to warrant
treating .the Pierpo. nt... g.overnmen~ts approval o~.•.. creationof a
new state of Wes~irginia, suff1cient to fUlf~11Ithecon:
stitutional requirement that a mother state approvecreat1on
of new states carved from its territory (Ibid., p. 22).
2rbat is states reconstructed under the Lincoln plan
for restoring ;ebellious stat$S to full participation in the
Union.
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a government chosen by the citizenry could be recognized by
ICongress. The oath required not only a declaration of al-
legiance to the U. S. but an avowal that the declarant had
never borne arms against the United Statel or given aid to
persons in rebellion. On the heels of this rather severe
measure, Radical Republicans issued a Manifesto through Horace
Greelay's New York Tr~bune, which castigated the chief
executive for vetoing the bill and declared that he must learn
"the authority of Congress las bears on Reconstruction matters)
is paramount and must be respected. w2 Such was the tossed
gauntlet of Congre_onal supremacy that Johnson picked up
less than a year later when he became president.
Lincoln and such Radical leaders of Congress as
Representative Thaddeus Stevens of Pennsylvania and Senator
Charles Sumner of Massachusetts, had differences on re-
construction strategy before April 14, 1865 when John Wilkes
Booth cut short Lincoln1s life. Nonetheless, on the day
before his death, Lincoln displayed the kind of flexability
that distingUished him from his successor when he intimated
to cabinet members that he would consider ideas for military
occupation of the South and terms of reconstruction less
lenient than he had previously advocated.) Here Johnson
showed himself to be of a wholly different nature. Had he
been dealing with a less obstinate or purposeful Congress
IFranklin, Ope cit .. p , 20.
21&ld., P. 21.
3Randall and Donald, The Civil War and Reconstruction
(2d ed., Boston: D. C. Heath and c o , , 1961), p , 518.
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his own inflexibi1itymight have been 1. ·e·"'s.har.""'f.u1·
'" .,. to national
harmony and Republicarjfortunes. But Stevens and SUmner were
men committed to both abolitionist and ·r.et...r.i·.but~v.e..
... principles.
The seventy-five year old Stevens declared in 1867 that he
wished to devote lithe small remnabbt!" of his life to II the
punishment of traitors".l Amnesty was to him anathema.
Thus when Johnson singlemindedly attempted to reconstruct the
Union along lines c ce p e r a.b Le to those set forth in Lincoln's
1863 Proclamation, sparks quickly began to fly.
Just as the objectives of Lincoln had been obgure to
many Peace Democrats during the war years, so immediately
after the war, Charles Mason and others of his persuasion
viewed Andrew Johnson with great suspic'on~ Ironically,
in light of Lincoln's long alienation from the peace advocates,
Mason actually regretted his passing. Two days after the
assassination he r ema r k ed , nWe had begun to have hope for Mr.
Lincoln. At all events, his life was the only barrier betweea
FlJilrther-
us and those we feared might prove objectionable. n 2 Equally
ironically, Mason speculated that the assassination might have
been promoted by Andrew Johnson in league *~th Radical Re-
publicans. 3 However bizarre such speculation may seem a
hundred years later, the political instability and extreme
measures followed by supposedly responsible officials during
the war go far in explaining Mason's speculation.
more, in both word and deed preceding and immediately follOWing
1 1bid q p , 569
2Charles Mason PaperB t (MSS in Iowa State Historical
Building, Des Main s , .10\>1td, Dia.r y. entry of. April 1.. 6"'M1865t
.. . f·· ·d t ·8 . ason Papers".v o l , 47. Hereafter this collection is re e r r e c 0 Co· .••
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L i nc o l n ' s death, Johnson app.eape·d . b f
. . .. ~L toe 0 one mind _ith the
Radicals. His wartime conduct as m~litary governor of Ten-
ness e e, where he had acted with relative moderation but still
had resorted to !tarrest, seizure,
caused enough distrust among some
and other severe measures II 1,
Northern Democrats that as
late as September, 1865, Dennis A. Mahony, the outspoken
Dubuque editor, could still not place confidence in him. 2
After he became prestd e n t , Johnson quickly announced he
regarded rebellion as treason and should be punished as such. 3
To suspicious Democrats, such expressions could easily have
placed Johnson in the category of co-conspirator with Radical
Republicans.
But Johnson's roots were Southern, and his dislike
for Radical goals of abolition gradually inched him away from
the Congressional Radicals. Although he shared their desire
for unity and f r e ed ora , he rejected their zeal for racial
equality and a dominant national 4government. As a Southerner,
and former Democrat at that, he had no particular desire to
see fellow Southerners degraded and humiliated after their
defeat in the War. Accordi~Yt in late May, 1865, he issued
a pr~ctamat~~h ~£ amnesty that resembled Lincoln's Proclamation
of 1863; though Johnlseo's amnes t y decree excluded from its
1Randall, Ope cit., p. 516.
211Mason Papers,llp.cit., Letter of D. A. !'1ahony to Charles
Mason of September 16, 1865; see also letter ofJ. Bayard
Thomas to Charles Mason of September 7, 1865, vol. 12.
3Randa11, Ope cit., p. 558
4 I b i d .
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coverage Ii a l l person ••• the estimated value of whose taxable
property is over twenty thousand do 1, l"'r"".ul I 1
a <> n tle following
weeks, the new president established a policy for re-admission
of rebellious states that allowed recognition upon due creation
of constitutional governments by "that portion of the people •••
2
who are loyal." By the end of July, this presidential go-
ahead had been given to all the then unrestored states; North
Carolina, Mississippi, Georgia, Texas, Alabama, South Carolina
and Florida.
Johnson's generosity towards the South won him the
praises of many of his present party's old foes. By late
May, Mason had begun to feel that Johnson was "reasonable,
just and moderate".3 In mid-June, Mason had one of several
conferences he held with the seventeenth president. At this
particular meeting, the representatives of several Southern
states were also present. Afterwards, Mason recorded,
The President was very free and friendly,
gave us all the assurances we could desire,
declared his adherence to the old Democratic
faith, expreseed his aryprehension of the
danger of centraliza~on, said it was a white
man's ~overnment and that state's rights should
be preserved. 4
Ipranklin, op. cit., p. 29. Johnson's plan to exclude
from his amnesty decree those With above $20,000 net worth may
have been a reaction against the wealthy Southerners who had
snubbed Johnson as a s~cial inferior in antebellum days.
Ostensibly, however, the exception was premised on the
notion that those with wealth had precipitated and then sub-
sidized the war of rebellion.
3 IIMason Papers,lI 't Diary,· May· 28, 1865, vol. 470);). c a c ; ,
4 1 b i d., June 18, 1865.
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Such guileless statements by the titular head of the Republican
party were only aggravated by his open declaration of hostility
against Northern Radicals to his Southern and Democratic
callers. Such political blunders as this were repeated later.
in February. 1£66 at a political rally at the White House
when be lashed out ~ersonally at Thaddeus Stevens. Charles
Sumner, and Wendell Phillips as umen--I care not by what name
you call them--who ••• stand opposed to the restoration of the
Union of these s t a t e av , and who were not satisfied with the
assassination of Lincoln but wanted now to "destroy our
national institutions".l Small vonder that relations between
Capitol Hill and the White House deteriorated rapidly.
ObViously, more than personal insults weee involved.
As Johnson more and more strongly cham~ioned quick and clement
Reconstruction, his relations witb the Republican Congress
worsened and those with Democrats and Southerners improved.
In this proeess, Charles Mason played a prominent role as
lobbyist for the Democratic and Southern interests in the
White House. As mentioned in Chapter III, Mason had been
named to the Executive Committee of the National Democratic
Association during the war. !y mid-1865, he was elected
to the presidency of the executive committee,2 in which
capacity he became answerable to Democrats across the nation
on matters of national political strategy, procurral of
I ' H~s selection for thispatronage and design of party p01CY. &
central position in the Democratic hierarchy suggests several
lRandall, Ope c Lti , , 'p. 518
211Mason Papers," op. cit., Letter of John R. Conway
to Charles Mason of September 16, 1865, vol. 12.
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things. First of all, many of the extreme, almost pro-South
attitudes eo.nfi Lded to his diary in 1864-1865 had not been
publicly adverti8ed~ Had they been,itr seems likely not only
that Mason would have been arrested as suggested earlier, but
also that he would have suffered the ignominious fate of
Clement Vallandigham of Ohio, who wa.s ostracized by so many
that the few who understood or sYmpathized with him dared not
politically associate with him. l S~milarly, Masonls selection
indicates that he was viewed as a temperate, publicly ac-
ceptable, yet astute figure who could dire,t a disrupted
party with a level head while mainta.ining strong partisan
objectives. Third, Mason's election suggests that he was
still in 1865 a well-respected Democrat with a national and
not merely state-wide reputation. Doubtless, his many years
in Washin~ton, together with his contacts in New York
tracing back to the Jacksonian era, did much to establish
his national reputation, despite the absence of any popular
electoral victories in Iowa.
As preSident of the National Committee, Hason was
happily situated in a post suited to his particular political
talents. Never a " man of the mas s e s It I ib:e Samue 1 Ki r kwc o d
or Abe Lincoln, Mason lacked both the oratorical flair and
common touch required of an efEect1ve frontier politician.
Yet he possessed keen, aggressive mind, together with the
appetite for hard work and ability to make comprl1HnhlGS I"ll!Hlded
of a~party leader. Furthermore, with a few notable exceptions,
IS. d' . n o.f.. the. 1°66 Philadelphia Convention\l p.lee .1.SCUS810 0
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Mason possessed a sense of political per···s···pec.t·1"v·.e· -n... d.
a moderation
that ,,,e II-served one faced with the mamor and monor c r f s e s
of political leadership. His revulsion to both abolitionist
and Southern fire-eater, as well as his earnest desire to
compromise the serious national differences lying behind the
Civil War, underscored Mason's moderate politics. In short,
he was a good organizer, as al e.p f at coming up with ideas and
advancing party objectives as he was inadroit at stump
oratory and frontier politicking.
Given his post, Mason set about to help re-build his
shattered party. By july 2, 1865, he was talking about forging
a coalition of Democrats, Itold line Whigs", and Southerners
under the leaden::hip of Andrew Johnson. l This ambition, shared
by many fellow Democrats before the spate of congressional
Remnstruction measures began emerging from the rty-Ninth
Congress in December, 1865, servedfts one cause for the
Congressional Reconstruction mea~ures. Fearing that such a
coalition would not only deprive them of control of Congress
but would render nugatory most of the gains potentially won
through the war, Radical Republicans began drafting a Re-
construction policy that would prevent such a new Democratic
coalition from emerging. Denying seats to congressional
representatives from states reconstructed under Johnson's
policies was a first step. This was done as soon as Congress
re-convened in late(l86S. Without the Southern congressional
delegation~ Congress was dominated by Republicans. Next
the Republican body established a congressional joint committee
of six senators and nine representatives to review all
J-lI!'iason Papers," op , cit., Diary, july 2,1865, vol. 47.
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Reconstruction proposals. Vengeful but powerful Thaddeus
Stevens, leader of the Congressional Radicals, became
chairman of the body, reflecting the anti-administration
bias which the committee would come to show in following days.
A third measure taken by Congress to advance the Radical
program and preclude Southern re-entry into the Democratic
coalition was passage of the Freedman's Bureau hill in
early 1866. The Freedman's Bureau, established late in
the war and presided over by fair-minded General O. O. HOward,
was intended not only to provide recently emancipated Blacks
with land, education, and other political necessities;l but
by the 1866 bill, became authorized to enforce emancipation
on the Southern states by interfering with enforcement of
the "black codes n passed by Southern state legislatuees in
1865: Passed in a spirit of compromise, the act would have
allowed Southern ~ivil governments to continue operating and
Northern military occupation to he Virtually eliminated.
Since both were objectives of the Johnson administration, it
was hoped the bill would be signed by the P'r e s ka nt; , t<lhen
he vetoed it, he beg~n ,to drive the moderate Republicans in
Congress into the arms of the congressional Radicals.
Perhaps not realizing Joha~on's immoderacy was making enemies
IRobert W. Johannsen, ed., Reconstruction, 1865-1877
( New Yor k : Th e F r e e Pre s s , 1970 ), p , 1 19 f f •
2Randal1, Ope cit., p. 578.
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of vital congressional friends, the veto was greeted with
nationwiae enthusiasm by many of Ma.son1s correspondents
who regarded the veto as a declaration of war against the
Radicals' position.l Moderation was not the keynote of these
writers' politics: former Sena.tor George Wallac.e Jones for
example, suggested Johnson might combat Radical refusal to
recognize the Southern congressional delegation by himself
fusing to recognize or deal with Congress until it did. 2
re-
Mason
himself, sensing the direction the political wind was bloWing,
in early February had helped orga.nize B Washington movement
to give support to Johnson in nUdging him toweards a con-
servative, Democratic Position. 3
Radical domination of Congress had sufficiently matured
by February to override Johfuson 1s veto in April of 1866 of
the CiVil Rights Act. This act, the fourth congressional
measnre designed to control reconstruction, sought to pre-
Vent Democratic resurgence and to guarantee Southern Blacks
certain basic rights of citizenship, such as were subsequently
embodied in the Fourteenth Amendment to the Constitution. 4 In
merely guaranteeing Black Southerners those civil rights
(excepting the vote) w~h were enjoyed by ite Southerners,
IMason Papers, op. cit. Letter of James F. Noble,
Isaac Jones George Wallace Jones, and D. A. Mahony of
February 21: 28, March 4, and April 4, 1866, respectively,
to Charles Mason, vols. 13 and 14.
2 fH1a son Fa per s , II O. c t t , , DI a r y Har c h 11" 1 8 6 6" v o L, 1 4
3 I b i d., February 4, 1866.
a mue I Eliot Morison, The Oxford History of the American
(New York: Oxford University Pr e ss, 1965), p, 715.
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the act seemed reasonable enough to moderate Republicans to
cause them to join with the Radicals in overri tH:.ng the Presi-
dent's veto of the measure.
Although the 1866 Civil Rights Act and corresponding veto
doove moderate RepUblicans into a loose alliance with
Radicals, it also r6••dd an issue which ultimately helped
chase many more eonvervative Republicans such as Iowals
Senator James Grimes and Fitz Henry Warren away from their
party. This issue was the question of Black equality. As
distinguished from the issue of Negro suffrage whieh became
a hot one in 1867 and 1868, the question of whether Blacks
should be given the same rights to education, employment,
access to courts, and enjoyment of civil liberties as Whites
enjoyed, stirred considerable controversy in the North as
well as South during Reconstruction. As was suggested in
Chapeer 111, Mason and many other Democrats opposed Lincolrls
Emancipation Proclamation as a measure directed at "abolition-
i2;ing ll the war. Beneath this argument lay the deeper and
more malevolent belief that the Negro race was inferior to
the Caucasian, and that measures aimed at breaking down
racial barriers violated natural law and civilized society.
It is a dark blemish on his record that Hasan, ordinarily a
man of reason and egalitarian principle activ~ely particia
pated in propagating the racial prejudice and hatred that
already had such a hold on the minds of Americans less
intelligent than himself. In a speech prepared during the
C · '1 d a nd e n t I t Le d IIT·o· thePliJop·le of the Unitedl.Vl.: War perio (2
Stat e s II, Ha son dec I are d :
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They (the Radical Republicans) now propose
an unnatural injecting into oUr political
system of an order of beings whose dwarfed
intelligence, whose brutal instincts whose
servile habits and training for untoid
centuries, have fitted them to be the
submissive instruments of any power that
once establishes the mastery over them.l
In another address of this period he derided Black equality
as inevitably leading to the election of a Black president,
emergence of a Black dominated military and, finally,
miscegenation and "the disgust .•• which will thus be produced. 2
When in 1865 the issue of Black SUffrage came before
the Iowa voter, Mason felt So strongly against suffrage that
he pledged to D. C. Lawrence, his patent law partner in
Washington, that he would leave Iowa if Negro suffrage were
not repudiated. The Republican William M. Stone defeated anti-
suffrage Thomas Hart Benton, Jr. in the gubernatorial contest
that focused on the suffrage issue, and Mason did leave 10wa--
at least for a time. In the same year, when reflecting on the
possible presidential candidacy for U. 8. Supreme Court Chief
Justice Salmon Chase, Mason stated that Chase's advocacy of
Black equality was in
direct antagonism ••• to one of our
roemocrats l ) cardinal notions. We
want no intermixture of African
civilization in our system. The negro
is an exotic and cannot be 3successfull
y
assimilated in our system.
Mason defended his racism on grounds of both personal ob-
servation (that Blacks had always been servile) and science.
1 44
"Mason Pa p e r s j " o p , cit., v o I •.•
(speech) op. cit. Diary, June 8 t 1868,
2
"IVIason Papers,"
(speech) vol. 44.
3II1'1a80n Papers,"
VoL 48.
"Negro Equality and its Conse nces tl
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Citing the lectures of a uProfesaor At:> ..... pi··r u', he.
. "'''''. . . co ntended
that Blacks were as inferior to Whites as ch.'lmpanzees were
to Blacks, and concluded that p··reJ'u·d:l.·c·e. :I.'.s h
. ..... t.e ·voice of God
sp.eaking.·. through our own inst:l.'nc·t-. l't'" •
. . • . :l.S a prov:l.sion of
nature to preserve the purity of the White 1race. Il Such
emotion-charged rationalizations may have been understandable
when coming from an uncritical backwoods demagogue; but
they hardly befitted one possessing Mason's education and
political sophistication. How then can this racism be ex-
plained? First of all. Mason's views on race were neither
unusual nor widely disclaimed among Northern Democrats or
even Republicans. For reasons ranging from economic neceSSity
to social tradition, many Northern~rs regarded Blacks with
every hit as much fear and loathing as may have been felt
for them in some quarters in the South. Indeed, in 1867, the
traditionall~Republican German voters of Iowa began re-
belling against their party~s leadership due to its support
2:
of Negro suffrage. Thus Mason would not have been
daunted from espousing patently racist sentiments on
grounds of social unacceptabilit" Furthermmae~ his contact
with Blacks and observations of them would have consistently
found them in degrading conditions of slavery or servitude--not
likely to generate respect from a sometimes smug, self-made
man like Mason. Yet Mason's personal contact with Blacks in
IIlMason e r s j " o p , c t t , , IINegro Equality and its
Consequencesl', vol. 44. Mason read, and was enormously impressed
b . d "'h n Des e e n t 0 f Man H0 tv-Y Darwin's Origin 0 fthe Spee :I. e s a nll. c..... .<.; .. •
ever these works could not have influenced h~s th~nk~ng of the
immediate postwar period for he didn't read the English scientist's
vo r until 1873. ("Mason Pap e r s j " o p , cit. Diary, March 15, and
26, 1873. v o L, 49).
2lrMason Pa p e r s j " o p , c I t' ,., Letter of George H.
Davenport to Charles Mason of July 3, 1867, vol. 20.
Parker of
Davenport,
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Iowa would have beensl ight; so independen.· tof.· h. .fs
... experiences
in Washington, he would have had little opportunity to
develop the sort of hardened attitudes abouteace he articulated.
Indeed, his opin~on in In re Ralph. dis··~uss.e·d·· i·n.· ··h
• a, '- . C·, ap t e r I,
suggested Mason's attitude towards Blacks during his early
dayS in Iowa was at least mildly syfupathetic with the civil
I
rights of Blacks. The fact of the matter seems to re that
the political developments of the 1850's and Civil War
period forced Mason into a position o~ opposition to those
defending the rights of Blacks; namelYt the Republican Party
and its abolitionist wing. As he came to identify abolitionism
with the war and loss of ciVil liberties, those who ~ere identi-
fied with abolitionism suffered by association. The process
thus initiated simply worsened with continued exposure to
those with like sentiments in both North and South during
and after the war. As stories of "Negro insolence n 2 and
indolence Sifted north from his Southern brethren during the
Reconstruction period, Mason's attitude could only have
calcified against the Blacks. Beyond this epplanation, Mason's
opposition to equal rights and enfranchisement for the Blacks
would be hard to explain. Not only did his early Ralph
opinion point in the opposite direction, but his continuing
sympathy with the rights of another disenfranchised minority,
lSea discussion of the Ralph opinion in Chapter I,
p age s 18-22..
2"Mason Papers,ll OPt e Lt , , Diary, December 17, 1865, v o l, 47.
same
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namely women, during the post-Civil War period1
also suggests
his fee 1 i ng toward s Blacks \.;las an anomal y prp-duced b.y unusual
circumstances within his overall ideological framework. In
this way, his attitude towards Blacks was shaped by the
frenZied w'ar-time forces that CUltivated his almost irrational
hostility to the Republicans.
In any event, by the middle of 1866 Mason and a number
of other leading Democrats had become sufficiently convinced
that President Johnson's attitudes regarding Reconstruction
reflected their own that they called a political convention
largely for the purpose of building a coalition of Democrats,
Southerners, and conservative Republicans behind the policies
of Andrew Johnson. In late July, Mason had become corres-
ponding secretary of the National Union Executive~Committee
which was formed of two prior pro-Johnson clubs in the
2
nation's capitol. The purposes of this organization and of
the Philadelphia convention it helped organize, were to en-
courage Johnson in his policy of resistance to the Radicals,
as well as to re-vitali~e and expend the Democratic Party.
Johnson's retention in the cabinet of such Radicals as
Edwin M. Stanton alarmed many Democrats, and as late as
lIn January of 1872 Mason attended a women's rights
convention which he sympa~heticallY reported was ~well-attended
and prosperous" (Ibid. January 11,1872). At t.h I.s re-
latively early time, h; Seems to havefa~ored women's suffrage.
Such was consistent with his earlier polJ.ey towards~mployment
of women in the patent office discussed in Chapter II.
Z it D· f a r y , July 22, 1866. vol , 47.
"Mason Papers," op , c •• ..L s s
rather than ally himself with the Democrats. l
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March. 1866,. Mason, SLtill strongly partisan in. his
objectives,
was fearful Johflson Would continue· t
o side with Republicans,
Although the
Philadelphia convention of£ered an effective show of solidarity
behind Johnson and publicized the conservative position on
Reconstruction, it did not succeed in winn~ng Johnson over
to the Democratic Party and was largely ne~tralized in its
positive effects by the President's ill-fated speaking
campaign throughaut the North in September of 1866. 2 Further-
more, the convention caused some bad blood between Democrats,
some of whom felt that Johnson's policies did not deserve
their support because they fell short on vital goals, like total
restoration of civil authority in Southern states. 3 The virtual
exclusion from the convention of Clement Vallan~igham, who still
bore the unpopular fragrance of a "secelBionist", irked some
Democrats who viewed his absence. however practical,4 as
1 Ibid., March 14, 1866.
20 n this tour, Johnson again Lowe r ed himself to "back
a Ll e y " oratory. swapping insults tdth often hostile crowds he
encountered. Such tactics both overshadowed his political
purposes and lowered the esteem many may have preViously borne
for him as President.
311Mason Papers," op. cit., Letters of Oscar Stephenson
and D. A. Mahony of January 2, 1867 and September 16, 1865,
respectively, vols. 18 and 12, respectively.
4Mason wrote a very persuasive letter to Vallandigham
urging him not to attend the Philadelphia convention on
grounds that his pre~ence would divide Democrats at a crucial
juncture adding that Vallandigham might be better off to ~
wait until the South was stronger at whi time he could V1n-
dicate himself in the national eye. Nonethelesst.Mason con-
dcluded~ he would 11stand by" Vallandigham if he chose to atte~
the convention. ~!'fason Papers,n op , cit. Letter of Au s t 5,
1866, v o L, 15),
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unprincipled.
l
Consequently, despite the efforts of 1'1a50n
and like-minded flemocrats,1866 wound to a close without
Arldrew Johnson clearly tied to the Democratic1?arty and with
congress and the President sliding into ever-worsening relations
with each other.
With Congress falling under the control o£ Radical
Republicans and with the President stridently opposing the
Radicals' program, 1867 p r ome aed to be a turbUlent year. It
was. In January, Congress gave itself power to determine
the duration of its sessions; in March, the first and second
Reconstruction Acts were passed, dissolVing any lingering
faith in Presidential Reconstruction and authorizing temporary
military domination in the South for the promotion of Congress'
i 1 · · 2Reconstruct on po 1C1es. The Tenure of Office Act, which
later gave Congress its justification for impeaching Johnson,
was passed on March 3 over the President's veto. 3 Such vetoes
were also met and overcome on two Reconstruction Acts of
Ma r c h , I 86 7 • The Third Reconstruction Act of July, 1867, and
to
the fourth such act of early 1868 were subsequently passed
as efforts to clarify the first two measures.
lllMason Papers~" op, cit., Letter of D. A. Mahon'9
Charles aan of A~lustk31, 1866, vol. 15.
2 597 599 see also Johannsen,Randall, o p. c t.t ; , pp , _.;
op. cit., p. 89 ff.
3 r t is one of American history's ironies that Edwin
, 1867 1868 under the TenureStanton center of. controversy an • ... .. . ..f thAct,8h~Uld himself have strongly urged Johns~n'B.~e~odo e
act in 1867 on the grounds that. t.. he act clear y VDdalelh 'dent (Ran a ,op.constitutional prerogativesofte pres1.. T~e Stor1 of Re-
cit., p , 603; also see Robert. Selph Henry, 61- h- Y Co 1938)
- -bb·M rill Pu 1s 1nq .. , ... ,can (Trid f a nzap o Lt s : Bo s- er . 0
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Maanwhile, 1867 brought Mason a second nomination by
the Iowa Democrats for governor. lfter returning to Iowa
in April, Mason had been nominated and h.ad b
-elun running ae
active race for the state's highest office by midB1867. He
was somewhat relieved to get away from Washington: he
complained that he was weary of "obtaining patents and
humouri ng the ignorance and cap!) ice of persons in off ice. n 1
Also, he hoped to escape the office-seekers that badgered
him constantly in Washington during the 1865-1867 period.
He claimed that over fifty percent of his time during the
year preceding April, 1867 had been spent with gratUitously
helping people find jobs. 2 Obviously he was charitable
but not compulsively so.
was hardly quiet.
In any even~ his life back in Iowa
Following a different strategy than he had pursued in
1861, Mason conducted a vigorous speaking tour throughout
3the state. Impaired by a sluggish state Democratic Central
Committee, Mason had the strong support of many old war-time
Democrats, includi Henry Clay Dean and George Wallace Jones.
It will be remembered that Jones, one of lowals first U. S.
Senators, had sought Masonls removal as patent commissioner
in 1857 on charges of party di_Ioyalty. Now Jones whispered
IIlMason Paper," o p , c I t ; , Diary, April 7,1867, vol. 48.
3 67· M•..a.so n commonly spoke for one
··(ljbid.,October3,18, ft ~ m· . e a·ccordinR to his diary ato two and one half hours at a & -
September 14, 1867.
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sweet nothings in Masonls ear, such th f
. aSeollowing:
You have worked hard for our party
for many years and shown yourself worth
of the distinguished honors conferred u~on
you and 1 hope you maybe amply rewafded
for your able and faithful services.
He tendered his services to Mason in the campaign and advised
the gubernatorial candidate to make Black suffrage, economy
in government, and Republican tax exemption of government
bonds (largely held by wealthy Easterners) his key campaign
issues. At least so far as Black suffrage goes, George H.
Parker of Davenport also encouraged Mason in this direction,
arguing that traditionally Republican German voters clustered
in Davenport were becoming increasingly hostile to Black
suffrage. Parker urged Mason to campaign against the Black
vote and for an eight hour day, reform of government, and
2
elimination of the national bank. The state party plat-
form itself raised the issue of Reconstruction, in favoring
re-admission of rebellious states on moderate terms; while
also opposing tariffs and prohibition. 3
Unlike the 1861 election, Mason did not wax optimistic
about his chances for victory but rather aimed at simply
4
redUCing the Republican majority throughout the state.
Here he accomplished his objective. Though not winning the
race, he lost by somewhat over 27,000 votes statewide and
L tt of George WallaceII Mason e r s t 11 0 p. cit.. . e e r
Jones to Charles Mason of July 3, 1867, vol. 20.
2 f Geo·rge H. Parker1l~1ason Pa p e r s j " Ope cit., Letter 0 ...•.
to Charles Mason of July 3, 1867, vol. 20.
3. ..John D. D'en Ls o n ,
411Mason Pap. e r s j " l t u i e r v , October 3, 1867, vol. 48.Ope Cl., .L _
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led the Democratic ticket in terms of votes received. l He
felt the Iowa Democracy had done as well 4n..
<L making gains
against the Republicans as had the Democratic tickets in
any other Northern state. 2 He was further heartened by
gains in Pennsylvania as well as Ohio, where both houses of
the legislature went to the Democrats and thereby assured
election of a Democratic U. S. Senator. As the days passed
and election reports from other states filtered in, Mason
welcomed news from New York, Massachusetts, and Kansas,
where the electorates seemed to be turning against the
IIjacobins", as he labelled the Radicals. 3
While the nation voted, Congress was setting in motion
the procedure for felling the last formidable obstacle to
congressional domination of the national government. Through
his exasperating Dbstinance and inflexability, Johnson had
driven even moderate Republicans into the fold of the Radicals
and nDW the Radical leadership sought to remove the President
by impeachment. A8 early as October, 1866, Maw n had per-
ceived that Johnson was drifting Italong to his own ruin l l • 4
Now that ruin grew dangerously close. Initially, the im-
peachment efforts weEe abort A resolution supporting
impeachment was approved by a strongly split House Judiciary
IDenison, loco cit.
2 I b i d •• October 14, 1867.
IIbid •• November 12. 1867.
4 I b i d •• October 17. 1866, vol. 47.
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Committee in late 1867; but was rejected by the House of
Representatives as a whole , thus reflecting the continuing
influence of modera~e, more far-s·.ig··.h··te.~ v.·o.ices.· ~.n· 1
.... .iL that body.
These voices could also be heard in the Senate in early 1868
when a bill was entered that would have mandated that the
Supreme Court muster a two-thirds vote of the justices before
declaring an act of Congress unconstitutional. The bill
passed the House ~ut was stymied in the Senate. Nonetheless,
when President Jobnson attempted to dismiss Secretary of War
Edwin Stanton in apparent defiance of the Tenure of Office
Act, even the moderates in Congress came to tbe conclusion
that the President bad acted against the law and had com-
mitted a "high misdemeaanor ll • The impeachment process itself,
nonetheless, bore the mark of Radical influence. Following
the novel procedure of first finding impeachable conduct and
only then deciding wbat that conduct was in the articles
of impeachment, the House ultimately impeached the PreSident
in March of 1868 on eleven different charges which alleged
basically four things: (1) that Johnson had committed an
impeachable act in re~oving Stanton without Congressional
approval; (2) that he had aD acted in supervising the activity
IT* ing what might be labelled the "revisionist
Approach n to the Johnson impeachment, Michael Les Benedict
has recently argued that the Impeachment process of Johns~n
was not dominated by wild-eyed radicals but that Congressl0nal
moderates prevailed to aar impeachment until such time as
Johnson clearly Violated the law and performed impeachable
acts. (Michael Lea Benedict, I1A New Look at the Impeachment
of Andrew J olHUlon H , Pol it feal ScienceQ2arterly" 1 XXXVI I I
(1973), 349-367>.
a president could not critici~e Congress or command the
military, he would be str~pped of two of his greatest powers;
one political, the other diplomatic. In a sense, these charges
reflected the extreme, albeit somewhat warranted, anxiety
of many members of Congress over the inflexability of the
President. Both parties, President and Congress, were
somewhat to blame for the extreme character of the impeach~
ment allegations: Johnson by his uncompromising obetinance,
Congress by the stutibornness of its Radical leadership.
As for the Tenure of Office Act allegation, although
the President had violated the law, his intent to judiciallj
attack the act as unconstituional by first violating it,
followed an accepted pattern for challenging judicially the
constitutionality of a law. Hence Congressional impeachment
on this Gcore was at least questionable. This and other
argumentJwere offered by Johnson's advocates in Congress
while blustery and unscrupulous B. F. Butler of Massachusetts
IRandall, op. cit.» p. 608.
2Jobnsonls counsel also argued that the legislative
intent behind the Tenure of fice Act was to allow Johnson
discretion to remove his Secretary of State of of war~-an if
argument supported by the text of the debates on .... ct,
. ..1 drafters of the
not by the motives in fact of CongresS1ona.
Act. (Randall, Ope cit., p. 612).
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headed the House te.<>m,p,rosecuting· the b
.... ,., caseefore the Senate.
Mason attended part of the Senate trial and Was relieved
both by the weakne.s~ of the. House caGe i 1
<=>", aga,nst Johnson and
by the IIdisposition towards fairness l l prevailing in the
Senate. as the articles were considered. 2 Salmon P.
Chase, as Chief Justice of the Supreme Court and the pre-
siding officer, Contributed largely to this circumstance.]
None t h e 1 e s s, when the vot e was taken on Art:icl. es Two, Three
and Eleven during May, 1868, all three articles fBi led of
passage by only one vote. At this point t on May 26 t the
Senate adjourned sine die, or "without date" for reconvening.
Of those vcting a g a f nst convietion, seven had been Re p u b I leans
and one was James Grimes, Mason's old business associate
from Burlington and the father of the Iowa Republican or-
ganization. After his vote against impeachment, Grime~ was
subjected to ext~eme criticism from fellow RepUblicans and
finally, in broken health, resigned his seat in the Senate
and departed for Europe for a prolonged cure.
It was while Grimes wasfin Europe in 1871, that Mason
;'
contacted him about running for governor of Iowa. As
Mason said" "10u will hardly be expecting a letter from me
and still less one of the kind I now write. u 4 The old
1I1Mason Papers,1I o p , c Lt , , Diary, April 5,1868, v o L, 48.
2 Ibid., April 26, 1868.
3Charles H. Coleman, The E1ection~"2}.1868: The Democratic
Effort to Regain Control (Ne~;1 York: Octagon Press, 1971),P. 79.
f C h a r 1 e IS l'1a son to4 II Ma son Pap e r s ." 0 p ; cf t ; , Let t e r . rom
James Grimes of February 9, 1871, vol. 23.
serve
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Democrat went on to suggest to the old Republican that the
political union of Democrats and Grimes' followers would
" useful results rather than visionary impracticalities"
, and
argue. that h~s own and Grimes r attitudes did not differ
Widely on issues of key importa·nce. 1·he M
. .. ·se., na so n suggested,
included rehabilitation of all states via universal amnesty,
reduction of tariffs, alteration of the policy whereby
war bonds were paid off with premiums rather than by paper
at par, taxing of railroad property the same as other bonds,
and restraining the "worse than feudal system" of "l ordly
co r-p or-e t Lo ns " and "poverty stricken vassals".l Although
~rimes rejected the proposal on grounds of health, he
encouraged Mason to the extent of prophesying that the
Republican Party was destined to be overthrown becaase of
the failure of its R~construction program, coupled with its
support of an "enormous" tariff and Negro sU~frage.2 The
corruption of President Grant's administration coming to office
in early 1869 undermined further the Republicans' position in
Grimes' estimation.
Mason's communication with Grimes was neither disloyal
to his party nor an isolated act foreign to its historical
context. Instead, Mason's correspondence with Grimes and
such other traditionally Republican stalwarts a8 Carl Schurz
3 U f 1 a 4 reflected aof Missouri, and Fitz Henry warren 0 ow,
libido
2 H Ma s o n Papers,11 op. cit.,
Mason of February 27, 1871, vol.
Letter from Grimes to Charles
23.
. from Charles Mason to3 11 Mason Pap e r s ,It 0 p , C:L t ., Let t e r
Carl Schurz of February 11, 1871, vol. 23.
4 from F. H. t;Jarren to
• II Mason Pap e r s ," 0 p. c f t , , Let t e r • .
Charles ~son of May 23, 1872.
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a nationwide trend among Demoerats and Rnon~ ~4ieal Re~Ublicans
to build alliances against the new bread·· 0···£•. R d
'"a·icals that
had gained control in Washington during the administration
of u. S. Grant beginning in 1869. This new type of Radical,
characterized by such men as Benja.min Butler of Massachusetts,
stood leslfor Black rights and national unity than they did
for laissez faire industrialism, governmental favoritism,
and Southern exploitation. The rival bipartisan movement came
toa head in 1872 when the anti-Grant Republicans called a
national convention in Cincinnati and SUbsequently gained
the endorsement of the Democratic national convention for
its candidates, Horace Greeley and B. Gratz Brown. The
platform of these men focussed on the long-standing Demo-
cratic objectives of full restoration of voting rights to
White Southerners, coupled with a return to local self-govern~
ment as ~posed to national domination. l
Although Grant soundly defeated the Greeley-Brown ticket
in 1872, that election underscored the rising ill-will towards
Radical Republicanism that had bipartisan, albeit sectional
roots tracing back to the early post-war period. In 1868,
Democrat John Pendleton of Ohio led disti~tly Western voices
in calling for payment of Civil War bonds with depreciated
Greenbacks rather than in specie. 2 He was Joined by many
Westerners of both parties who favored both a changeable
leoleman, op. cit., p. 19 fE.
2JoblU'l:lU:H.H'I, o p , c Lt ; , p , 139 f f ,
rather Aban gold.
1by 1870.
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currency ,.nel. satisfaction of Eastern bondhol.dor. '"
'" "" in paper
'IN itb Grant t selection Ln 1
. 868, an era of
corruption in American politics began which d.. rO... 1 . '"
..... even such
I'traditional R.adicals" as Charles S·u Ch
··mner, . •ari.. e s F Ad• .. ams ,
and Carl Schurz into self-imposed exile from their party
Masonls letter to Grimes thul merely eeflected a
new movement afoot in American politics that eventually
heralded the re-emergence of the Democratic Party as a
dominant force in national affairs.
Mason seems to have viewed the bi-partisan spirit
against the Rad Lc a La of Grant l s day as an opportunity to
strengthen the Democracy, rather than as an invita81ln to
form a new party. As la-filE! as 1872, he disapproved of the idea
of discarding the Democratic label so as to gain more sup-
porters. 2 Given his dire apprehension of a d Le t e t e r s hf.p
under Grant,3 his loyalty to the party can be explained as
either the product of steadfast faith in his party's ability
to rebound from disaster, or blind loyalty in the face of
great danger • Given his usual pragmatic approach, the
former seems more likely. In any event, he sought every
opportunity short of party abandonment to build alliances
with Republicans on common causes. Here one of the key
issues on which Mason seized after 1868 was resumption of
specie payments; that is, supporting government issued
IIlMaeon Pa p e r e s " op , c I t ; , Diary, November 30, 1872,
vo t , 49.
2 N· mb e r 3.0,. 1872. vol. 49.lIMason Pitper s ,II 0 p. cit OJ Di a r y , 0 v e r e., '" •
3 Ibid., October U~. 1868, 'VoL 48.
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Greenbacks with gold or, later, silver, on a.fi:x:ed, un-
changing ratio of gold to Greenback. Mason developed his
thinking in this area during the late 1860's a.nd by late
l872,had p ub.Lt sb e.d a pamphlet for gene.ra I circula.tion
whieh advertised his convictions. This pamphlet received
wide circulation and e.ar nad praises from Such Republicans
I
a s Salmon Chase, Senator
p.Morton (late scourge of
W~lliam Allison of Iowa, and Oliver
2
the Copperheads) of Indiana.
Mason reasoned in the pamphlet that art unstable currency was
3
"one of the greatest of evils." On the other hand, he
argued that stabilizing currency by immediate specie re-
sumption would so magnify debts incurred on a devalued
Greenback system that it would spell ruin to thousands of
4
debtors. Instead, he continued, gradual resumption wi th
growing value of Greenbacks tied directly to the declining
value of gold as it was refined, \.;rould allow a definite
resumption with lithe real purchasing p owe r of the bu.s i.ne s s
5
dollar being neither •••• augmented or lessened." This
policy was actively championed by Mason in 1873, after the
financial collapse of that year had thrown Congress to the
desperate measure of buying back government bonds, a measure
111Mason Papers,1t Letter of Salmon P. Chase to Charles
Mason 0 f Ma r c h 2 6 , 1 87 2 it v o L, 24.
2 II Ma 80 n Pap e r s , II 0 p. cit. D i a I' yen t r i e s 0 f Feb r u a r y 6
and 20, 1874, respectively, vo l . 49.
3
Lb Ld ; , June 28, 1866,. vol. 47.
4 ... -i. toa Resumption of
Charles Haso n ~ An Ingu1.!"Y Relatp••• yetparsonl s Bl~~k,(Burl1ngton: Gazette, r i nc ,~";;"::"";;:":::""-':::""::':.d-:':';"'-~ound :in "Mason Papers," o p . cit. vol. 54.
Slbid., p , 36.
Mason regarded as certain to aggraYate tbeproblem
valuing gold and making currency more stringent.l
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de-
Although
on this issue, Mason differedwtth many Westerners who
favored soft, expandable currency, his defense of gradual
resumption and underlying sympathy for debtors reflects his
Western bias even as his support of specie resumption can
be traced back to principles learned in his Jacksonian youth~
Mason had other common grounds with Republicans like
Carl Schurz. Both opposed a high tariff and bristled at the
corrupt carpetbagger domination of Southern politics. Such
common grounds led Mason and a sizable number of other
Democrats to back rabid abolitionist and anti-Democrat Horace
Greeley in 1872. 2 Truly politics do make strange bedfellows.
1873 brought events of soneiderable personal 8igni-
fieance to Mason. In March of that year, his wife of thttty-
six years, Angelica Gear Mason, died after a Drief but painful
illness. In July, hiS only surviving child, Mollie, married
George C. Remey, child of a Burlington family with which the
Masons had long been acquainted. After the marriage, Mason
joined his daughter and son-in-law on a three month tour of
Europe. ThiS, Mason's first trip abroad, evoked mixed
reactions from the aging man. Traveling countries from
Ireland to Italy, and Great Britain to Germany, Mason dis-
played his native American pragmatism by critici~ing roundly
the wastefulness of t ing up large amounts of treasure in
I Detar:;. September 29, 1873, vol. 49.
"Mason Papers," op , cit., I
2Ibid .. Au g u s t; 119, 1872.
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European museums ,rather than usefully invest.: .ng
..L.. this vast
potientialsource of capital. l Not .
... gl.ven to chauvinism,
however, he added that it regrettably, in the United States
it
wealth (1s) only worthy of being appropriated
to some employmenttbatwil1yield a material
return •••Ajust ~ean (between European extra-
vagance and Amen.can pragmatism) \'1ould probably
be be tter--one \>lherei n thesuperflui ty of pro-
ducti~nwa~in fair proportion ap¥lied to the
gratificat10n of a re~ined taste.
A highly reasonable and qivilized view, and somewhat advanced
lor an age when production was only beginning to be
economists • great obsession.
Unable to resist the temptation of applying lessons
of European history to American experience, he disparaged the
great wealth disparities between Eu~opean nobility and
commoner, noting
I thought of the like injustice in distribution
of wealth which is witnessed in my own country.
We have no kings or titled nobility to grasp
the wealth that they never earned, but corporations
and Wall Street gamblers and governmental pets--
(who) when they suddenly amass fortunes--do it
at the expense of the toiling millions just
as completely as is dODe by princes and lords
and potentates eectesiastical or mmporal here. 3
Thus did Mason display the same egalitarianism that he had
many years earlier championed in his earliest political ex-
P t Hi spressions as a contributor to the Evening os.
Jacksonian trust in a relatively unfettered free enterprise
system also came out in his subsequent observation that,
ltbid., October 6. 1873.
2 Ibid., October 26, 1873.
3 I b i d., October 14, 1873.
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I am no, Advocate of a. system by which the
indust. r1.OUS a.nd fru.ga.l. shall be kept
.... ,.... .. •...• . ......•••. on an
equa11ty with the indolent or wast_flil
I would only have the rACe course of Iii;
open equally. to .all i natead of leaving
the prizes within the reach of some While
they are denied to others. If. this injustice
is perp.et.rated. contr..a.ry to the)1aw it is ' ·i·· .1
if b h . · cr1m na --y autority of the law, the guilt is
transferred from the individual ~o the lawmakin
power. l g
Such were Mason's convictions in 1873, sounding S:t;1i:i:kingly
similar when applied to the Grant administration of 1873 as
they sounded when applied to the Wbiggian proponents of pre-
ferential tariffs in the 1830's.
His mind never far from American political affairs,
Mason ad d r e s sed art ic 1 e s to domestic newspapers whi 1e s ti 11
2in Europe. Almost immediately after returning to the United
States in January, 1874, he set about to finding a suitable
New York newspaper in which to air his views on specie re-
sumption and the financial crisis which had struck the U. S.
while he was abroad. Unf~lfilled here, he went to Washington
where he spent several months trying futilely to sell his
views on gradrlal resumption to a sympathetic but unconvinced
Congress. 3 Finally, in April, he left the nation's capitol
and returned to Burlington where he resumed the business
activities that were to dominate the remainder of his life.
llbid q
2 1 b 1 d . , November 14, 1873.
3However one ould note that in 1874 a law mandatin~
, . '1. 1. . ~ n ) bv 1879 d 1. dfull resumption of specie (or, techn1.cB .y, C01 .. ~. 670)
pass Congress with Grant's approval (Randall, op. C1.t.,~. t·
Unfortun~telY, the terms of thiS act were not as Mason t oU
best for the country.
was
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On reaching his seventieth year in Oetober
, 1874, he
i 11 - prepare d f or the 1 i f e of sedate
country squire.
Instead, he set about promoting various ilUen·· cipal improve-
men ts in his Lo wa community" from a privatel ,.,f· i dJ-nance water-
works system to a narrow g&ugerailway. Ironically, in
light of his past struggles, Mason had little interest in the
election of 1874 when the Democrats finally· hande·d· t·h·· e· Re-
publicans severe national reverses. l As far as national
politics was concerned, Mason's chief interest in the mid-1870's
was promotion of his plan for specie resumption. As his
efforts heee bogged down, his fascination with national
political affairs fmnally began to wane.
In early 1876, Mason was back in Washington as a
member of the National Resident Executive Committee, But the
work interested him only little and, unlike some earlier
2times, he now longed to be back in Burlington. His
ambivalence about continuing to serve on the committee only
partly stemmed from frustration over his specie resumption
campaign. When Samuel J. Tilden won the Democratic nom-
compromisi
ination in 1876, Mason balked at giving his support to the
New York reformer because of his position on national finances.
Mason could discern little difference between Tilden's hard
money policies and those of his Republican adversary Ruth-
erford B. Hayes.
With the 1876 election and the secretive inter-party
that followed" Hayes became president and his
party's reconstruction efforts came to an end. Withdrawing
1 11 M October 1·3.1874. vo L, 49 •
. a s o n Papers,1I Ope cit., Diary,· '
2 and Ma r c h 3, 1876 •
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remaining troops and observing re-establishment of civil
authority in all Southern states, bought the Republicans a
president; but cost them, by many accounts, the final death
of Radical Reconstruction. Southern "redemption
"
__ or
reass~rtion of power by Southern Whites, followed and a
turbulent era of American history came to an unspectacular
end.
Mason, spending most of his remaining years in
Burlington, was plagued by ill-health and the creeping In-
firmities of age. Nonetheless remaining active and alert to
the end, he contributed greatly to municipal improvements in
Burlington. As a final measure of his contribution to the
history of his adopted state, he dictated from his death-
bed two lengthy memorials describing his earliest days in
Iowa for Edward Stiles who was then compiling a volume
1
on members of the early Lowa bar. When in 1882, he
finally joined his wife and children in death, Mason left
behind a career as turbulent as it waS varied, and as be-
speckled with intense feeling as will be the life of any
man who attempts to gUide himself by reason through the
treacherous shoals of impassioned times.
e
CONeL us ION
At the outset, one may note that (!le.arl CbYarlesMason's
political thinking was stronglyetch.ed by his. 1 .0
earyexperJ..ences
as a rad ical Jacksonian in New York State. .Iu s t h
• ~ere his
initial impetus towards the democratic thought of Andy
Jackson's adherents initially came from is somewhat of a
mystery. Perhaps exposure to aristocratic Southerners at
West Point or remembrance of his own austere origins pushed
him in this direction. But whatever the cause, certain
threads of Jacksonian thought were so indelibly impressed
on young Mason' s mind even before he came 'West to Iowa in
1896 that he may fairly be characterized as a Jacksonian
Democrat who never lost his faith.
In reaching this conclusion, one may look to his life ....
long stands on hard money, free trade, and social privilege.
Each of these areas c o n s t f tuted a center of Jacksonian
agitation, and each area found 1-1ason throughout his career
taking orthodox Jacksonian stands. Thus in 1873 Mason is
found campaigning vigorously for specie resumption even as
he condemned paper money during the 1830's in the editorial
columns of th~veningPost. In 1836 he derided protective
tariffs and other government regulation as unnecessary impair ....
me n t on free trade, just as he condemned patent regulation
preferences for U. S. citizens in the 1850·s. La t e r , in the
1870's, he continued to defend an unfettered marketplace
where men could compete a8 equals 'With one another. As to
his egalitarianism, Mason's anti-monopoly editorials in the
'b tOn1830's, his In re Ra1eh opinion in 1839, his contr1 u 10
to the uniform corporation law for Iowa of 1851, and his
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a c tive support of women 1 S right s throughout the pre"and po s t-
Civil War years, all evidenced Mason's belief ··t·.h. t
a persons
were equal in the eyes of the law and shOUld be given an
equal opportunity to advance themselves socially.
The .Lac k s en La n s were marked not cdy by their stands on
p o lit ica I iss u e s, bu tal So by thei r philosophical approach
to soc i a I que s tions. At a c r o s is roads in the history of
American intellectual development, the Jacksonians enjoyed
the rationalist tradition of Jefferson, colored by the new
romantic impulses that would flourish in the middle and
later Nineteenth Century. Mason again fitted into the
Jacksonian framework. He possessed the inqUisitiveness and
self-discipline of a child of the Enlightenment; yet was
capable of strong emotions that sometimes threatened to
overwhelm his reason. Here his deep despondency after
Le a v f ng the patent office and his unceasing sorrow at the
premature death of his two young daughters recall the
emotional side of his character. As he grew older, this
f sa ture seemed to grow more pronounced. This emotional
characteristic must be kept clearly in mind in conSidering
Mason's activities during the Civil War period. Nonetheless,
one cannot over-estimate the importance of the rationalist
tradition in Mason's intellectual framElwork. ThiS force
underlaid his dislike of social privileget his defense of
free enterprise t and eVen his belief that the national
tensions over slavery could be resolved by reason and
compromise without recourse to force of IUl!lI$. In short,
Mason always reposed great confidence in the ability of
men to confront and overcome their obstacles through use of
reason.
A Simple
an awe rwou l.d be II they d on I til. As the years between roughly
IB48 and 1870 were times of intense sectional division and
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One might suggest tha.t the kind of p.·ra... .'gmat1.sm and
materialism that emerged from this sort of.rati·li
onl1lstic
background led naturally on a nationWide ba.s fs into the
laissez faire materialism of late Nineteenth Cen·tu·r. A .Y me r t c a ,
And how do the rea.ctions of Mason engendlered by the
Civil War fit into this intellectual context?
emotion, so they became a time when Mason was driven by the
extcemism of those around him to take extreme positions
totally anomalous to what he stood for prior to and in some
cases following the war. Perhaps one of the most graphic
examples of this may be found in Mason's quoting of John C.
Ca 1ho u n on the II tyranny of an a be o I ut e numerica I maj o r I ty" in
1865. Not only was Calhoun tbe arch-foe of Mason's venerated
old political leader, General Jackson, but Masonls entire
preceding public career had been dovoted to a party whose
watchword was, like its name, democracy--rule by the people,
through a majority fairly expressed. In quoting Calhoun, Mason
simply showed the extent of his own despair and frustration.
S i mil a r 1 y, Mason I s d e fen s e 0 f the Confed erac y can 0 n I y be
labelled anomalous. His background gave him a healthy
respect for the Union, and his opposition to secession was
frequently asserted early in the war. But by 1864. he was
actually hoping for Confederate victory and damning Lincoln's
t t Ii t h Ma son • sefforts to re-forge the Un f o n , Hardly consiS· en "'.
prior career. Finally, hiB stand on Bilek emancipation and
suffrage must be viewed in the overall context of wartime
politics. Before the war. Mason had on numerous Dccasions
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indicated a sympathy for underprivileged or m.1'n·t o ~.t·
or1. y groups.
Again, his In re Ralph op ini on and his hirin&. ·0£ T.'
o ",omen in
the patent office provide two of the more impressive lu8-
trations of this sympathy. Thus, hi s ringi.ng condemnations
of the Blacks as a servile race fit for nothing hut the
cru~est labor, during and after the war, cannot b. regarded
m.rely as the spontaneous outburst of a racist aristocrat.
They become instead the fruit of some independent set of
causative factors. Trese factors were, in the author's opinion,
the unimaginably harsh feelings stirred during the Civil War
But how did the war and its surrounding conditions
era.
manage to so drive Mason to such unprecedented and inconsistent
extremes? Several factors must be recalled here. First, Mason
was a man of strongly held principles. Accustomed from his
days on the Evening Post to formulating and defending
political positions on key national issues he simply could
not take lightly the moral and grave ideological issues
raised by the war. The right of s e c e s sion, enf o r c eme n t of
before the tolar,
union, and suspension of civil li.berties all demanded of
Mason a p o s f tion which he then took and defended..A.od
Mason's Jeffersonian-Jacksonian i.deology gUided him here. A
second, related factor shaping Mason's development during
the Civil War was his devotion to the Democratic Party.
As one who had rissn rapidly 00 the wings of Democratic
success, Mason could, all other things being equal, be
expected to identify t.>J'ith its policies. In the decade
th e De mo c ra tic admi n I st r a tions had f ough t for
conciliation between different factions of the party that
threatened to split it, and the country, wide open. Such
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a p o I Lt Lc a of compromise had, especially on the
Slavery issue,
served the Democracy qUite well in national. 1
e.ections from
the days of Jackson onward. Party members like Mason thus
had no reason to think such a policy~as anything less
than reasonable in the days immediately· p·rec-.d.i.n& h
... '" t e war.
Even were he not publicly committed to a policy of compromise
by 1860, it would have been difficult for Mason to sit
back and watch the Republicans decapitate and mangle the
Democrats in the name of national unity after 1860. And a.t it
was, Mason bad publicly committ.ed himself to the politics
of compromise by running on a "popular sovereigntytl plat-
form with Augustus Caesar Dodge in 1859, trlns limited
Mason's options regarding his political positions during
the war even further.
Besides Mason's personal character and traditional
all e g La n c e to the Democ r a tie Pa r t y , the Re pu b I Lc a n s I blatant
partisanship and suppression of civil liberties after 1860
helped foster the intemperate positions Mason expressed
during tbe Civil War. Wholesale arrests of old political
associates like D. A. Mahony an trumped up" charges of dis-
10 ya l ty mu s t have g a 11 e d Mason who, f rom hi searl I e s t days
in public life, had cherished the right to dissent. As
the Republican administration in Iowa denied any significant
political appointments to non-Republicans, partisan
and unprincipled character of t.he controlling party must
have seemed all the more apparent to him. When Lincoln
finally issued the Emancipation Proclamation in 1863. the
war suddenly became a crusade on behalf of the
self .... righteotls
extremists who had, in Mason'lS opini.on, heen instrumental
in causing the war in the first ·p•.. laee. Th
. en, as a·tHHlf ~
,grace, a f ter the war had ended, the Radical Congress pro-
ceeded to perpetuate Democratic impotence by denYing rapid
and lenten t r-e c on s true t ion to the Southern states. Taken
together, this series of events could have had a dramatic
effect on even a half-hearted Democrat. But when foisted on
Mason, the extraordinary measures taken by the Republican
dominated national government of 1860-1.868 could only have
driven him to extreme positions of his owni
Viewed in this context, Some of Mason's conduct and at
least private statements during the Civil War become more
understandable. His sympathy for the South, for example,
appears as the upshot of a resentment for all the Republican
administration was directing--including ehe t\lar effort.
Similarly, Hason's estrangement from the Blacks, inconsistent
though it s em s with his Ralph decision and sympathy with the
underprivileged, can be understood as the result of equating
Black advancement "lith Republican p a r t Ls.an gains and Demo-
cratic fragmentation. Finally, in the face of wholesale
suspension of civil liberties by the national Republican
min i s t rat ion d uri n g the t\la r , i tis e a S y to see h 0 ~oJ Ma son
might have felt it waS as disloyal to the Constitution to
support the Republicans in their war effort as to support
the eonfederacy against Lincoln.
Together with all these factors, ons must remember
that Mason had been largely immuniz from the North-South
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tensions until 1853 when he went to Washington as patent
commissioner. By this time the battle lines h"'-:lb·.··e.. b
<;>\.1 en su-
stant~ally drawn and feelings were running strong ouboth
sides of the Mason-Dixon line. Perhaps Mason's feel:Lngs w:uld
have developed through the 1850' sand 1860' a as they did even
if he had been close to the center of political controversy
d u r i ng the yea r 5 p re c e ed ing 1853. But arriving as late as
he did in Wa!bi.ngton, it seems arguable that his thinking was
affected by not observing the sectional dispute from the
outset. Had he remained in New York during the 1830' sand
1840·s he may, for example, have gone the way of another
formerly staunch New York Democrat, Martin Van Buren, and
joined in the short-lived Free Soil Party. Arriving when he
did, the mainstream Democratic organ~zation had already
aligned itself against abolitionism, and Mason, as a Demo-
cratic appointee, was naturlily disposed to incline his
political sentiments accordingly.
In short, much of Mason's political attitudes and
activities during the Civil War era must be taken as 80me-
what anomalous and inconsistent with his overall political
philosophy. As the war disrupted national unity, so it
disrupted the usual conduct of private citizens, calling
from them both ex traordinary ideas and terrible sacrifices.
But one the tvar and early phases of Reconstruction were past,
Mason could again be found followi the conciliatory yet
clearly defined policy of cooperation with both former friends
and foes alike. During this period, he resumed defense of
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of some of the ideas of his earl ie~y'ears. H
.. . e worked With
such former anti-Democratic scourges as Oliver Morton of
Indiana and Salmon Chase of Ohio in promoting a program of
specie resumption for which t.h e.y shared symp.·abb't,. S
:t • imilarly
in 1872, he supported Horace Greeley, epitomyof theaboli ...
tionist Republican, against the corruption of a new form of
Repub 1Lc a n Rad i c a 1 ism u.nd e r President: Grant. Hi a rational ism
p r-e.va d 1 e d and he began again to pursue the Jacksonian
objectives of his earlier career, always with a concern for
the Democratic Party.
In the post-war period, the world was different from
wha tit had been in Mason's youth. Industrial ism and u r ba nf sm
had become the hallmarks of American society. The free
intercourse of business Mason had earlier championed on
behalf of the common man, had been exploded into the laissez
faire economiCB which to certain industrialists condoned
exploitation of the many by the fe~l. Rationalism had given
~lay to r o ma n t.Lc f.am and spiritualism, and the pioneer sjdrit
had been displaced a narrow materialism among too many
Americans. In this society, Mason wa.s in some ways a naeh-
r o n Ls t Lc , Absolute free enterprise, untrammelled by
government or labor unions, 1!Hio become the oppressor rather
than the great hope of the u np r op e r t.Led classes. Since
the ~lar, individual liberties '<1ou10 have to survive within
'vethe presence of a sovereign national government or not s u rv i
at all. And the limitations of an inflexable specie currency
were already becoming apparent. At the same time, some of
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Mason's ideas were still very contemporary.. His SUpPort of
women's rights was becoming a more widely accepted-_and
violently controverted--premise than ever be.fore. His
long-standing encouragement of American inventors was
being vindicated by the impetus given American technology
and civilization by a creative inventing public. Mean-
vhf l e , his early advocacy of government control of industries
susceptible only of monopolistic control was still a lesson
future generations of Americans would have to debate and
learn.
Mason was a f a e c inat ing man--a bridge between disparate
periods of American history whose principles transacted the
time gaps and established an intellectual connection between
the individualism of the Jacksonian era and the "rugged
ind i v i d u a 1 Ism II 0 f the Gil d e d Age. A 'lie r I'lla til e and rat iona 1
na n , Mason's long public career of relatively consistent
principles was seriously interrupted only by the same tragic
event that also for a brief, terrible time disrupted the
nation's existence as the united states.
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